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CHAl"l'ER I 
A CRUCIAL Ai\D E~TniGUI:~G l:'ROElEI-1 
A good definition of "marketing" is the one offe::-ed 
by the American Harketing Associati0n in vThich they say 
"marketing is the performance of business actiVlities that c.--~ 
direct the flovi of goods and services from the producer to 
the consu:r.er or user."l The businessman of today is offer-
ed i::ore and ;:nore ai~s that claim to increase the 11 flow" 
of eood.s or services and thus, increase the profits of the 
business. 
Adver·i::ising agencies are startine; to offer marketing 
services for clients who vrant a ''complete'' advertising 
service. 11arket i ng research firms are beginning to l'l"ork 
more closely vTith the acvert-ising and sales departments. 
Sales de~::lartment s are t&l<.::ing greater interest: in both mark-
etine; research an6.. advertising. In other v1ords there is 
~ore and more co~petition for the right to help sell a 
product or service.· 
t?,.-
The trend has become so noti~able that cries of alarm 
are beint; resistered.. One social co:nmentator states "(in 
our culture) social research becomes nothing but market 
researcb ••• an instrument of expedient mani)ulation, a .tool 
'<'ii th \'lhich to ~·repare reluctant customers for ent'.us~ia s-
tic Sl)ending. 11 2 
1. "Report of the Definition Committee, 11 Journal of Narl<.::et-
ing, 13:209, October, 1948. --
f• _l;£o Lmrenthal,., "Historical ~ers·:)ectl..ves of .i:•@.sl>) Cultw.e;" 
1n ~Culture \Glencoe,Ill.:lhe Free .tress, l~:J~ , l'l• :J<::. 
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'llhether iie are alarmed or not by tpe trend, the fact 
is that a 11 marketing ·revolution'' is afoot. T!:e quEstion tJ::at 
neeC.s to be ansi'rered is 11 wl:lere does public relations be-
lone in the revolution? 11 The answer to this question is 
as crucial as it is intriguin3, for in it lies the future 
of public relation in marketing. 
Sher.vood Dodge, \·Triting in 11 The Engineering of Consent", 
gives the first indication of the relationship between 
public relations and, marketing. Dodge says 11 vThile market-
ing is properly concerned v:ith the distribution of products, 
pub1ic relations concerns itself vlith t:-~e distri-bution of 
id.eas ivhicl: may include procluct$'~ 11 3 
He then soes on to ex~lain the concept introduced sev-
eral years ago by Cornelius Dubois called "Share of l-lin6.11 • 
Dubois clevelor:;ed a research tecbniq_ue that -,,:ould measure 
"t~1e flm·r of goo6.s through people 1 s head.s 11 from 'Hhich it 
i'lOUld be :lOS Sible to deterrJine changeS in opinion forma~ 
tion which, in time1 would permit a sreater d.egree of pre-
G.ictal::ili ty c oncernL15 11hether a product was likely to in-
crease or decrease in share of the market.~ This gives 
the first indication that public relations, 1·rhile related 
to :narket ing, frequently. i~ not directly concerned \vi th 
selling a ~roduct or service. 
lublic relations ?ractitioners are certain that their 
specialty has a place in an organization's sales setup. 
On.e ~:;ublic relations man states: 11 Responses to letters of 
3. She!"".·rood Dodge, The Enr:ineerinr: of Consent (l~or:-uan, Okl.; 
Univ. of Oluaho:na Fre ss, 1956), p. 63. 
4. Ibid., p. 64. 
inquiry and a study of case histories reported in various 
trade and profes~icnal publications disclo€-.§. that public 
relations already has earned the right to ~articipate in 
3 
the sales effort of a company • 11 5 It seems public rela.t ions 
men are willinG to promote their talents and services in the 
field, but :core circumstantial evidence is needed. 
The greatestdifficulty in intef8ratin3 public relations 
with sales and marketing is that public relations is not 
concerned \'lith increasing sales primarily. It is often im-
possible ir:. rnost firms to put your figure on tangible re-
sults of ~ublic relations. 1~p-~ 
Philp Le~ly, president of his o-vm })Ublic relations 
firm in Chicago, gives a good explanation: 
Advertising and sales staffs are concerned 
vlith immediate results ••• public relations tal>::es 
the long-term viHr and attem::;ts to maintain the 
sound foundation on which future sales will de-
nend. ?ublic relations can ~revent and solve 
proi..,lems that interfere \'lith iL1med.iate sales ••• 6 
So its seems that unless ~ublic relations is given a spec~:' 
ific: as sie;n;::.ent of, breaking down daiJS of s;::..le s resistance, 
it·is often.impos.sible tp attribute gains (or losses) in 
sales to pubJic relations. Bpt this does not mean that it 
cannot increase sales as ,..,ill be shown in later chapters. 
To s01ae members of management public relations •· role 
is not to increase sales, but to bolster the overall sales 
program. "Public relations ••• is not generally classed as 
5. Rpbt. A. '~:Jeiler, 11 Public Relations as a Sales Tool, 11 • 
Public Relations Journal, 8:17, June, 1953. j 
6. :Ehilip. Lesly~ ~-':Public·:·. relations as~ a·· Sales· Fore@,",;;.__/, 
P~p;J-ic ":~el,atl:e>ns ;Jo.urnal.~ ~4::; ~ ~ Y..archr: 1948. ·;· 
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as direct sales effort since frequently no specific sales 
re~sults can be attached to the work. Nevertheless, con-
vJ:+h 
scious attemp~ to improve public relations,.customers can 
be of substatial importance and value in a long-run sales 
program. "7 
The preceding theories point out that public relations 
does seem to have a place in helping to "direct the flovr 
of goods or services to the consumer11 • It must be stressed v/ 
that these are mere generalities. It does little good to 
state such things as " ••• from plannins st'ate to final 
measurement, public relations techniques form an essential 
part of any industry's effort to sell its basic goods or 
services118 unless concrete reasons are given as to why this 
service is so neces r,ary. 
• One good reason is given by a public relations proc-
tit ioner -v:ho maintains "public relations means making use 
of the lmowledge of attitudes and opinions that rrill help 
to produce profit for the client. 11 9 Public relations can 
still bring profit to the business orgapization even though 
it may not directly re~ult in immediate sales. 
Accord:ng to the experts, ~ublic relations• v~Je is 
increased because it tal{€ s an overall view of the company 
and is ;1ot :i; ·rl':\ i ted in its contacts as sales or aC.ve rt1; sing 
de:).artment ::1ight be. 
7. Clay H. uollister, '1 Insurance for Cont inuine; Sales," 
Public helations Journal, 2:33, August, 1947. 
/ 
8. Paul Gavaghan, '1The Role of :Fub:::.ic Helations in I•1arket~ 
Develo-pment," ·~uG,rt:Erly Revie-v; of l'ublic Reloticms, Z.:l7, Oct.:ss. 
9. Georce D. Sl:inner, "?ub2.ic :.elations ~~-a ?ro:fit Tool," 
Public Relat:ons Journal, 12:13, A~ril, ~~~7. 
11 Public re lo.t i ems serves both the manufacturing and mark-
eting aspects because that is where most of a com,~any 1 s 
contact wit:1. the ~·ublic exists. 11 10 
This concept is further brought out by Philip Lesly 
who, in another article, claims, lithe client needs a co-
5 
ordinated, independent service covering all aspects of 
peo·~le who are his most vital concern.;'! 11 Public relations 
is seen as a source of wide informatians and in the best 
position to get t~is information across.:to the.:.:various 
publics tha~ count. 
Hov1ever, one must never lose si[5ht of \·;hy ·;)ublic re.;;. 
lations should be utilized in business. George Sk·inner 
reminds us that ••the only rat iona1 pur~~·ose for a sound pub- _// 
lie relations ~-:·olicy is to create a favo::able climo.te for 
thE sales of your :::-.Jroduct. ul2 This reason s~~co"Jld be enough 
for most enterpreneurs since t~e claims are for better bus-
iness. 
?erhaps a .oore harsh exylanation is given by an ad-
vertisins executive. Ral::)hs H. ~:ajors bolC.y states t11at 
"strip·~~ea. of all the psychological and some :?rofessiona1 
jargon, the re~ aim of most public relations people is to 
help makE tt.eir clients r:wre palatable to the public-so 
their client G can make ;11ore money .ul3 This ro.the r crude 
.. '"' R . 1" Cl ' llpi. ... t . th f . ?II 
.... u. ee;1na a. ougn, ivHD. lS .... e purpose o eac.!.1. , 
?ubJ.ic .. el;~tions Journ::1l, 8:8, December, 1953. 
11. Philip Lesly, liThe TD.reat to he Future Status of l.R.~·· 
;uarter1y F~eview of r·ub1ic i.:~elations, 1:12, A};ril, 1956. 
12. Skinner, £2· cit., ~· 13. 
1). E.o.1::_·h H. 
.~.c lo. t i en.:: ::..t' 
l : ;_ 1 ~ , .\. r i l , 
:.:.-:..jars, liT~e :reed for AdvertisinG Asency ?ublic 
::_-,~~t:::cnts, 11 >J8..rtcrl7 ?.evie•.-: of .r-·ublic fieJ.:;tions 
1~:-:: 
-.~ -J"-'. 
6 
indictment has the infe renee that public re1at 1-:ns is a 
meat tenderizer rather than an enriching sauce. HO\·reve:t;>, 
it is valuable since it points up the purpose businessmen 
are interested in: 11 profits 11 • 
Since the :public relations usually is not :primarily 
concerned \·.rith directly selling a product or service, wha.t 
realm of business can be desi~niated to it? 
Ruder and Finn give a clue to the ansv1er. 11 Public re~ 
lations is properly concerned i'Tith assisting the client in 
malcins a f2.vorable i:n};ressicn ••• i'lhat is sou5ht is favorable 
recosnition, and. identification with desireable qualities. 11 14 
The one sisnificant. aspect of business that public relations 
can call its own is the organization's ''i:Jage 11 • 
As one writer put.s it: ''In our highly competitive 
business climaie, sales and profits are directly affected 
by the attitudes and opionions of the varie~ groups with 
11hich a company comes in c::mtact .•• the._need for a strong 
corporate image can be decided asset to the industrial 
firm.ul5 The state~ent not only O.efines "\•That is meant by 
''image", but describes, some"\·lhat, its i:.c:~)ortance. 
Some businessmen thinl<:: a company's image is so im-
portant that statements such as the following are made: 
~/ 
"Of all the responsibilities borne by the modern marketing 
man, building a better corporate image is one of the most 
14. Tilm. Ru<ier and David Finn, "Easy to ~-:ake Impression, 11 
Editor ~ Fublisner, 92:22, 1-larch 14, 1959. 
15. :\icl~:>.rd. C. Cl:ri st ia~, 11 3oH I::<:'ortant is the Corporate ____ / 
:i::.;·~~~c'?", .~o·:r:t""'.."l o:' .·:!.r::Et:":"l:-, Z;L;.:79, Octocer, 1959 • 
.. ·-----------
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., 
import,n~t contributions he can make to his company's 
gro\'l'th.ul6 Perhaps this is exae;gerating its importance 
some\'l'hat, but it does help to understand the importance of 
l 
corporai;.e image in business today. {_ ~ ;" . 
. A:'"' ·'- y 
In his Rublic Relations Handbook, P~ explains 
the 
that the real importance of the corporate image is that, if 
public relations can develop a good one, the sales and mar-
lee~ ing departments can associate the products with the 
prestige of the ~ompany. In this way the products gain an 
added dlmen..>ion that they \vould not have without public 
rea.ations.l7 
Pierre ~,lartineau, director of research and marketing 
for the Chicago Tribune sums it up neatly: "because any 
functional and price attributes of the product will be 
filtered through the emotional lense in the buyer's mind, 
it is Lnportant for the corporate imae;e to be lil{ed ."18 
From this first chapter one is intro~uced to the 
question of-_ the relationship of market :!.ns and pub:!. ic re~ 
lations. From th<:: il'\ttodudiol\ come many generalizations that 
indicate the direct ion in 'ltThich 'ltTe are heading. 
It seems that public rel-ations does have a place in 
the rJarketing program of a cmmpany, but usually it is not 
directly concerned w:th sales (there are exceptions to this, 
16. John f. Bolge:r, "Hmv to Evaluate your Corporate Image·;•: 
Journal of l1arketins, 24:7, October, 1959. 
17. H1.ilip Le s:ty, Public Relat 1 ~ns P.ancibook (:Jevr York: 
Prentice-Hall Co., 1950) P• 170. 
8 
hmvever). Public relations is important to any co::2pany 
simply because, throuGh its overall view and contacts vrith 
various l'ublics, it can help create more profit by main~ 
taining a balanced marketing program. The one area that 
belon£:s strictly to public relations is that of the "cor-
porate image••, which can be developed to help other ph~ses 
of a business. 
But in order to have public relations accepted as a 
full partner in the marketing field, more specific abil-
ities of the· .. skill need to be analyzed. The :purpose of this 
thesis is to point out, through literature research and a 
case study of the 11 iddlesex County lJational Bank, those 
areas in which public relations is best adapt~d to mar-
keting purposes. In the remaining chapters it will be made 
clear what public relation: capabilities should be utilized 
to best en.."lance the value of a business• ·.products or ser-
vices. It will be a step to insure a future for public 
relations in marketing. 
CHAPTER 2 
O:.J A POLICY-l·1AKING LEVEL 
As many, _enlightened c.pmpany manat:;ers have .le~rnsd, 
the best 'i'i'ay·to utilize public relations, ree;ardless of the 
t~e of institution, is to have: it. on a policy-mal::ing level. 
In the literature are found many advocates of this 
point of vie1·1. In a scholarly i'rork,~Pi1:1lott describes three 
levels of public relations, the most responsible level 
being the ability to share in the. GEneral policy making 
decision of the institution.l Pimlott is not alone in his 
ViEi'l. 
~ On of tl1e c.10St impres~~ive o.cknm·rledgements of this 
essential public relations function was reported in Can-
field's book._?ri~'lter 1 s Inl': .:Jsli:eC: seve:tal hundred merch,_ 
andising executives, \•rho i'TEre affiliated i·iit:C. national ad-
vertisers, to express their vieus on the relati:::nship of 
advertising and publ~c relations. One .of the results was 
:. , 
the respondents felt public relations should be concerned ~__........-----/ 
l·!ith formine;, executing and publicizing company policies .2 
It is unusual to see advertising :·ersonnel give such a 
great deal of responsibility to =;ublic relations; it 
er:rpha.sized this all ir:1portant function of :tmblic relations. 
2. Bertro.nd Co.nfield, :Public ?.elations Proble:.-.s 2.nd "'?rincinles 
Ho:no:ood.,Ill.:Richa.rd D. Ir'l:rin Co., 1960) p. 392:--· 
, J ' ...., n; , 1 .... .... .,., b., . - 1 .... • • ~ i ·-
-· ., .... : .. • _.:: o ... "', ru .1c ::.e a~.~1·.·ns .£nS .,. . mer ce.n _e:.:ocrac:v 
"',.-........ ~ "''""'~ t .• J • T)V'\1 .a.. T? --. ) 
-·-··--'- OYl,~ ......... YlCE: .... 'l!: univ • ..:-"ress, 1951, p. 57 • 
.. ......... ···-·--- ····-····--·--·-·-----~----,.,..,..---------------------------
2 
RepresentinG :practitioners, the "experts in the field", 
Geore;e Sl~:l.nner explains that public relations is meet pro-
ductive as a profit tool vrhen it is related "directly and 
-fJ,c 
const:::ntly" toAsDme manasement policy that for1:1s sales and 
1-;rofit objectives."3 Skinner see·s ]Jublic relations as a 
guide to helpinc; form these objectives, vrhich might be too 
11 avant' go.rd.e" for some business philoso::_Jhies. 
?hil:1p Lesly more or less a·ssumes that public relations 
has a policy-making function and stresses that "the public 
relations man is responsible for gui.dine; his company mvay 
from mistakes in policy or actions that will antagonize any 
group of people, or injure its reputation in any '\·ray."Lt 
These statements ~Jrove that various ,·,.;ri ters and. prac-
titioners thinl~ :;mblic relo.tions· d.oe;s belon3 in the rari-
fied atmosphere of the board. of G.irect ors' room. But ,,rhy 
should the :public relations :nan have a chair reserved for hio 
at the clecision ::a.king table? Even core imrortant, v:"by sould 
other members cf the board listen to his Ol)inions? 
The answer. to these questions is that no other person 
knmvs or has closer con tact vri th public o~;ini :::n than the --
:'Jublic relations ::-,an. There are many aspects to this. 
At t:--.E forty-first annual confe :cence of the American 
Harl~etinc; Association, a special panel ,,ms desiginated to 
study the 1~roblem of "better oust ow.er rapport". The :9anel 1 s 
findinc;s reveal t:-lat cust orner oriented prograr.1s provide the 
3. Georse D. Skinner, "Public ?,elqtions is a Profit Tool," 
Pu"t:lic Rel2.tions J0urnal, 12:13, April, 1957. 
(lJeH York: 
3. 
foundation for success in any business. 11 No lone;er is the 
com:::)any the center of the universe, today the customer is 
at the center. 11 5 And, as many public relations men have 
implied, they knm·r the "customer public" as i'rell as anyone .6 
In vie1·1 of this Col-:;ernican revolution in busines c, 
public· opinion has become of utmost important and must be 
considered in formation of policy. "One of the :~1ost ir:rport-
ant \·rays in vrhich the public relations director 'V1orks on the 
policy oo.king level! •• is by ·serving as a barometer of ~-·ublic· 
opinion and by keep::.ne; manaGement advised on prevailing op-
inions, tastes and attitudes."7 Thus is understood the 1m-
portance of havinG public relations on a policy making level. 
There are actually t\..to sources for publlc ·.relations 
"~:ride knm,rlede;e of public opinion. The first is contact ·vlith 
the various media, the second beinG opinion and attitude 
research. Of these t-vro sources, the lo.tter is the one coming 
more and more to the fore. 
At the first joint meeting of the New York chapters of 
The American :::arketing Association and the Public ?.elations 
.. 
Society of America, one of tJ.1e tall{s stressed that "all re-
searcb activities dealing v;ith the relationship of human be-
havior and environ:-11ental factors can be used as guides by 
r)ublic relations and management • 11 8 
5. 11 ::-eEd.ed:Hanae;ement-Custor.ler Rapport," Frinter 1 s Inl-:, 
266:62, January 23, 1959· 
6. Edvmrd L. Bernays is a chief S:!]okesman. See hif_Public 
Relations and The En~ineerin~ of Consent. 
~· ~harle~ S·. Steinber~, The r':asc Communicators.(l.Jei-i Yorl~: 
Har~er ana Eros., 1958J p. 186. 
---( I 1::./ 
·.~ .. -.-
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Frinter's Ink, in an article explaining the different 
types of pubJic relation'~ research, says that research of 
this sort "finds the onen areas vThere r:eople can be reached, 
and the right messages to reach the::n ••• "9 Having these 
capabilities it is strange that some company managements 
have not coordinated vublic reaations lvith the policy-
making function of the company. However, as the follmving 
will indicate, there are firms where the public relations 
departments's greatest responsibility is merely releasing_ 
publicity. 
A motion picture distributing company had -one of its 
films censored in a major city by the local censor board. 
The vice pr_ sident decicied to keep the fact a secret, and 
when questioned about it, he claimed no knowledge of the 
incident. The firm Is public relations :nan learned about it 
I 
only;through n. newspaper re:;)orter, as the vice :oresident had 
I 
failed to consult him at all. 
On discovering t~e facts, the lmblic relati:ms man 
knew the only course of action was to make a franl~ admiss-
ion of these facts, along with adtitional data, which 
might shift the emphasis t ov:ard a favorable story in the 
press. It took a great deal of persuasion by the puclic 
relations man to convince mana5ement that his plan '\vas a 
better one than denial or suppression of the story. 
As it turned out admission of the fact was made along 
9. "Public :;.elat i ::ms Research: HoH can you be sure they like 
you?" l'rinter's In~<:, 263:69, ~·'.ay 2, 1958. 
5 
with a co:npany stotement pointing out that the city in 
question ivas the onJy one, among several hundred, which 
censored the film. By 1nd large, the press carried this 
statement in a most favorable manner.l0 How much more 
sirJple and easy it would h3Ve been to have the· public 
relations man in on the policy decision in the beginning. 
Then this "ne~r-disaster 11 could have been avoided entirely. 
There are many firms that have realized the value of 
having public relations on a !JOlicy making level a,1d the 
reivards have be En handsome. Henry Ford II took over the 
management reins of the Ford Motor Company after ·~·:orld 
War II and sought to incresse its share in the car market. 
At that time Ford was losing ground to both Gener~l Motors 
and Chrysler. 
One of the first things Henry Ford II did was to make 
modern ~2ublic relations techniques a basic :;art of company 
policy. As a result public relations is given credit for 
helping to boost Ford in the automobile world.ll 
Ruder and Finn, a well-knm-rn public relations coun-
seling firm, greatly aided the Hamilton :~Ianufacturing Co-
m1~any. The officers of this company ma~1:ing outdoor camping 
and picnic equipment use f\uder and Finn's services on a 
policy level. The counseling firm helped fashion decisions 
on nevl ::Jroducts and their introduction. 
-' · :.. ·Largely on the advice given by Ruder and Finn a 
10. Steinberg, o~. Cit., p. 187. 
11. ":ublic :.el:1tions be:::ins to grm-r, 11 Printer's l!llf, 
?~1·7~ Octo·c~~ S 0 lC~7-
·- ,_. • rtl , - .. - ';j ' - _, _; • 
-------------~-
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skotoh plaid d~sign was put on all new product. A natty red 
plfl.id was seen on outdoo,r coolers and ice cheats solei 'by 
the company. "Skvtch coo_ler" is becoming such a brand word 
f'or picnic and family outings that the firm added the word 
"Skotch"to their official company namel Presently their 
sales are challenging the leaders in this line, Knapp-
Monarch.12 
Pioneer Industries, maker of men's apparel, uses 
public relations as a high policy-making device. In a pro-
gram to u~date its "image", the company relied almost en-
tirely on public relations decisions. 
A survey reveal~d that people regarded Pioneer as a 
fine, old reliable firm whose products were more stable than 
fashionable. From informatio~ound in this research, a pro-
gram was started to strengthen the image in fashion leader-
ship, merchandising ideas and promotional drive. The publics 
involved were quite inclusive: bankers, employees, the 
trade and consumers. 
Products were picked that lended themselves to pub1ic 
recognition and salesmen we:r'e given special training in the 
newest and best ways of pro~oting them. The salesmen's 
efforts \'Tere combined with a .publicity and advertising cam-
paign. 
· ...... 
New products were developed. Ca.ptilizing on the "hobby 
craze", cuff link.and tie clasp sets were based on the 
' Model "T", Stanley Steam.er;· fish1'ng' .. rod·s ·~nd hunting rifles. 
. ; . ' .. ' . . 
~ .. 
r· _., .... .. . 
12 • II New Products build' Hamil t on.,;;Skot ch Sales' II Pr 1 nt € r Is 
Ink, 267:62, l•Ia.y 15, 1958. 
,. 
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New nackaging was design~d, belts came packaged so they 
had their own rack. • t • ~ 
Promotional displays were.so ,make that dealers could 
use them in his home ·aft~X: they had. outlived their useful-
ness in the store. One di~iblaymake.anifty "Lazy Susan" 
. '•. 
while another could serve as a "what-not" table around the 
home. 
. ' 
A new trademark was developed and the name "Suspender•• 
was drppped from the company name and replaced by "Indust:< : 
ries 11 • The firll1aoine·d with the Coffee Roaster Association 
for promot1on of coffee-colored belte and other mene app· 
arel. 
The enthusiasm generated by the program was contag-
ious, and it spread. Banks wanted the company to expand. 
Sales advanced. There also was created a bit of men's fash-
ion obsolesence, something which the women's fashion world 
previously had a strict monopoly. 
The company continues to everything possible to in~_) 
sure.the corporate image is bright, alert, inspiring and 
confident-one that means progress and growth. All of this 
is make possible by having public relations on a level to 
help in making major management decisions.l3 
A final example of the advantages of })U'blic relations 
on high policy level is that of the Ohesebrough-Pone Com-
pany in closing down two plants.and expanding a third. The 
decision -rras made to set up as .many former employees as 
13. "Pioneer updates its 82 year-old image·;" Printer's Ink, 
267:88, l~y 29, 1959. 
poseible in new jobs, at company expense. 
The results of this effort were well worthwhile. Ee-
sides having ex-employees retain a favorable image of the 
company, letters of commendati~n were received from the 
governors of New York, Pennsylvania, and Connecticut, the 
states involved.l4 This would not have been possible by 
keeping public relations on a minor responsibility level. 
Included in the r·espons1bil1ty of helping formulate 
important policy comes the subhead of giving help and ad-
vice ~ other segments of the business. Philip Lesly is 
the chief advocate of this: 
Public relations in its every thought, plan, 
and action, contributes to basic functional bus-
iness, stimulating and perpetuaisng the movement 
of merchandise to the consumer. 
8 
In a magazine articl~ several years late~ Lesly main-
tains that the "concepts of rr;Odern public relations should 
be made basic to the thinking of the entire marketing op-
erations."l6 These gene:i'iizat1ons are valuable since they 
indicate other ways public relations can be utilizad to en-
he.nca a company s product or sert1ce • 
... 
David: Finn says "there is such a relationship bet,.,reen 
marketing, advertising, sales promotion and public relations 
that companies have been bringing them together in regular 
planning sessions. ul7 
14. 11 How a company built good,;.will before relocation," . 
Printer' s Ink, 266: 57'· January,· 16, 1958. 
15 • Le sly , Q:2... C 1 t • , 'P ; 17 4 • 
16. Phili-p Lesly, "Public F.elat1cns anc! the Challenge to the 
~:·~r:~ct~ :: F.£volut1on," Journal .21'. !.t.arket~:1C", 24:7, Oct., 1959 
9 
Public relations should be able to help any of the de-
partments in a company. For example, one writer states 
11\vithin a company, the pubJ ic relations department should 
accept the sales challenge by becoming more familiar with 
sales problems and recommending public relations techniques-
surveys, visual aids, demo~strations, educational literature-
which can be used e:f'fectively."18 There may be many eyebrows 
raised in the sales department by this recommendation. Just 
as controversial is the recommend~t1on that public relations 
should help "'.dvertis1ng. 
A hint at the relationship of the two is given by an 
advertising man who writes "since what a company does is so 
closely related to its advert1sing,and since what it says in 
its advertising is so closely linked with what it sgys in 
other ways, it is fundamental that the two (advertising and 
public relations) should be closely coordinated."l9_ 
Getting more specific, a public relations man, 1'/illiam 
Nielander, stresses that this field has the res~onsibility 
to ''checlc on advertising policy since consumers 1 buying 
preferences will be determined somewhat by their feelings to-
ward tbe company that makes the. product _'.•20 
17. David Finn, "Public Relations and Ma.rket1ne;, 11 in Stf!?phen-
son 1 s Public .Relations Handbook, (New York::McGra.w-Hill Co., 
1960) p. 69. 
18. Robt. Willire,"Fublic Rela.ti:ns as sales tool," Public 
Relations Journal, 8:18, June, 1953 •. 
19. Marvin 1-!urphy, "Public Relations and the Advert ising 
Agency," Public Relations Journal,'l:ll, October, 1946. 
20. "i'lilliam Nielander, "The- Marketing Man in Puplic Relations," 
Public Relations Journal 3:2l,'.May,: 1948. 
. :·· •' . 
10 
If thisJ'not enough to make an advertising man shiver, there 
is an on1n1on poll oonQuoteQ ~y w. HowarQ Chase of twenty 
dr~ctors of advertising company's with·public relations 
departments. 
Reported in an 1ssure of Public Relations Journal one of 
the questions asked was whether or not a public relations 
counselor should be influential in det~ermining the scope 
and direction of advertising campaig~s. There were eleven 
"yes" and two "no" answers, with nearly all the replies 
expressing the feeling that public relations definitely ... 
should be influential 1n the planning of advertising oam-
paingns. 
One respondent expressed that "The experienced, pro~ 
fessional public !'elat'ions person or his group could mean the 
d·1fference between a successful campafrig and one that would 
be just a campaigp. 11 21 The others were more guarded in their 
comments because :'the public rela1ons department has not 
reached its full potential in those particlular agencies."22 
The best way to give meaning to these ~pinions is to 
find examples of how theories were put into action. Chase 
lv1anhatten Bank, in opening a new branch in ll3rc-aklyn, had 
public relations advise and assist its 'advertising depart-
ment. 
The public relations people made it clear that the 
21. 'l:l. Howard' Chase "The Role of Public Relations in the 
Advertisine; Agency, 11 Public Relations Journal, 10:82, Oct.,1955. 
22 • .IQ!£. 
ll 
"corpornte image" is a vital· f'actot' in motivating people to 
deal with one bank rather than another ••• the bank must be 
. I 
associated with t~1e community and a· person s pride in his 
community would lead him to support ·'the· local bank. 11 23 To 
achieve this "community spirit" ,the_ public relations depart-
ment advised the advertising department on the appeal and 
theme of the advertising campaign. 
The· point was that the label of "big banking" would do 
a great deal of damage to the image the people possess in 
relation t ') the Chaae Manhattan· Bank. The bank had to tell 
~heir story in. a friendly and 'informai manner to ~vercome. 
this handicap. 
The ~dvertislng was a local schedule, playing up the 
advantage of having a branch bank in the community and( the 
part it would p~ay in community affairs. The public relations 
:program tied in with this,w1th:.feature stories of how the 
community will ben~fit from the bank. There was an ~open 
house" giving customers a chance to visit the bank and.:meet 
its officers. 
Further ~ublic rel~tions activities included a photo 
I 
board for he ~·windows and lobbies contain~ng pictures and 
brief biographies of bank personnel. Also there appeared other 
c . 
ftature articles on the history of the bank with emphasis 
on how the bank's growth·paralleled the individual's 1n-
creas1~ need for banking services. 
23. "Chase ~·lan.'J.atten counters the 1 public 1 s 1big banking 1 
tn:: tnrouc:h local oed1a," Printer s ~. 263:72, June 20, 1958. 
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Public reaction was qui.te favorable. Opinion leaders 
in men 1 s clubs, etc., felt the branch would help build fur-
ther harmony 1n the community .··24 It all came about frQm 
'· ' 
having public relations advise the advertising department. 
In summary, tQis chapter has pointed out t~at one way to 
have public relations enhance the value of a product or ser-
vice is by having it on a policy-making level. The public 
relations man kno,·rs public opinion and can and management 
in making deJisions having pub1ic implications. Attitude and 
opinion researdh is a technique that keeps public relations 
in contact \'Tith the feelings of the public. 
I·n addition ·to helping top management in policy for-
mation, public relations should aid all departments concerned 
with selling.·Cooperation between the public relations and 
advertising departments has led to successful results for 
many companies. 
24. Ibid. 
CHAPTER 3 
INSTITUTIONAL ADVERTISING 
.... ·· One important way that public relations can enhance 
the value of a product or service is through institutional 
advertising. As one writer puts it, institutional advert-
ising is "a style of advertising at which some have pooh-
poohed and other cast verbal stones. but is back in vigorous 
form, bearing important market burdens. ttl It seems that, 
. . . 
until recently, it has been a little used tool ot pucl1o 
relations. 
\'lith the increased awareness of consumer attitudes and 
opinions, producers have had· to make sure th~ public is sold., 
not only at the time of the sale but before and after it. 
"All of this has led to a spectacular increase in institut-
ional advert ising in the past decade ." 2 
Before describing further.how this technique of public 
CY 
relations can bermarketing aid, a definition needs to be 
established. Canfield claims that institutional advertising 
and. public relations advertising are the same because they \ ___ / 
both are"devoted to securing acceptance by the public o:f 
the policies, programs, and pr~ctises of a concern ••• "3 
1. Alap. J. Jacobsun "The Corporate Image becomes marl{eting 
spearhead," Printer1s Ink, 260:21, September 13, 1957. 
2. "Public Research:How can you be sure they like you? 11 
Printer's Ink, 263:63, May 2, 1958. 
3. Bertrand R. Canfield, Public Relations Principles and 
Problems, (Homewood,Ill.: Richard D. Irwin Co., 1952) p. 392. 
2 
Going on further Canfield claims that public relations 
advertising has additional functions. Amons these are pro-
viding a public service (campa~g~s to combat inflation, 
curb accidents, restrain racial prejudice, etc.))and trans-
mitting information to important pub-;._li~s{em~e dealers, 
suppliers, stockholders).4 
John 0. Young, co-founder ofthehighly successful 
Young and Rubicam advertising, supports Canfield in his 
definition. Young relates "institution~ advertising refers 
to the kind used by a company when it takes paid space or 
air time to talk exclus,ively about itself, its policies, its 
personnel, its plans. 11 5 Young makes it clear that this is 
not the same as "plant-city" and "pub1ic service" advert-
ising. 
~~ny writers do not make a distinction between the 
different types of "non-product" advertising, using inter-
change~bly the terms "pubiLtc relations advertising" and 
"institutional adertising" when actuallyreferring to the. 
latter.6 for purposes here we will consider institutional 
advertising as the public relations tool previously de-
fined by Canfield and Young.7 
4. Ibid. 
5. John 0. Young, "Advertising and Public Rela.tions'1 in 
Lesly 1 s ?ublic Relations Handbook, {New York: Prentice-Hall, 
Inc., _1950) p. 718. 
6. I'Tilliam Ruder and David Finn, "Easy to make impression," 
Editor and Publisher,. 92:22, March 14, 1959. 
?. As of this writinG ·there seems to be little evidence that 
the many adcitional characteristics of "p.r. advertising" 
:.·,:·:: L-ire ct ·c:;:J.r?.et !.n( V3lue. For this reason they will not 
"rc c<:)~~r;i:.:crc::l 1n th1s :-~:·er. 
Dale Cox, public relations director of International 
Harvester Corporation stresses 11 the main task of public 
relations is to help management in the designing;: engin-
eerins and testing of policy actions th3t form the basis 
3 
for institutional advertising .••• the .. purpose being to sell the 
institution behind the· products."8 ·.From this comes the 
implication that inst-itutional advertising helps maintain 
a link for the consumer petween t1:le c:ompany a.nd vlhat it 
:produces. 
This brought forth more specifically 'in an article 
that describes the purpose of institutional advertisin3 as 
"puohing into view a clear image of the·company behin9. 
the product, to~identify it (the company) for the buyer, 
make its policies and thinking,better known so that a long 
v: ground-sv/ell of :P'€rference may be created for the company 1 s 
products." 9 Although the advertisements do not stress 
products (thus they are in the realm of public relations 
rather than advertising), they cannot help but relate the 
company to the products and vice versa. 
For this reason I feel that on~y secondarily does in-
stitutional advertising by an inCiustrial concern ''seek to 
establish an organization as a public servant."lO 
8. R.F. Harlow and M.M.Elack Practical Public Relations, 
Ne'\'1 York: Harper Bros., 1952 ~ p. 48. 
9• Jacobson, Qll. Ctt. p.2~. 
~ . . ' 
10. Canfield, On. Cit., P• 399· 
l 
' '• 
4 
These firms are profit making organizations first, and 
public servants second~ institutional 'advert1s1ne; is seared L-
·' ' . 
to assist the :former rather th~n the latter objective. 
It is no wonderinstitutional advertising Its consid-
ered by so many as an essential part of a well-planned 
public relations program. Ruder and Finn· sum it up by 
,' 
saying ''institutional advertising is l-tinnd.ng incre~ing use 
as an important and effective means of achieving favorablel 
recognition and desireable indentification through a series 
of impressions in '\vhich the focus· is constant and consis-
tent. nll 
The most concise way to explain how institutional 
advertising is best utilized and its place in enhancing the 
value of a product or serYice is by citing examples of past 
campaigns. In this manner those techniques that were and . · 
were not succes"ful provide a large source of infor~ation. 
Perhaps one of the earliest institutional advertising 
camp~igns '\'las . carried on by business during World '"~"ar II. 
~~ 
"CannJ'lpublic relations counsel d~vised a method of insti-
tutional advertising '\vhereby brand names and national com-. 
panies ivould be kept before the public." 12 'The purpose 
i'ras to create a favorable opinion toward the company as an 
institution against the day when. the products would be :·v 
11. Ruder and Finn, On. Cit·~ 
12. Charles S. Steinberg, ~ ~ Communicators, (Ne\'r York: 
Harper Bros., 1958) P• 331. 
available again. 1'here is. no information revealing whether 
or not those companies that used ,institutional advertis~ng 
had better sales than .those that·ignored·it. 
The Ford Motor Company, as,explained in the preceding 
chapter, has been makingpubJ.ic relations a vital part 
of their operatio't).. It v-ras felt that institutional ads 
5 
were, actually, an extension of public relations an~in 19561 
came under the .direction of that department.l3 
Previous to that time an outside·public relations 
firm, Kenyon and Eckhardt, Incorporated, handled the account. 
In 1951, at a ,.,orkshop of the New York chapter of the Public 
R~lations Society of America, Edwin Cox of Kenyon and Eck-
hardt explained1 vrh:!t was then, a current Ford institutional 
advertising campaign. 
According to Cox, the campaign had the dual purpose 
of showing the comapny as a good citizen and Henry Ford II 
as the company leader. Public opinion research indicated 
that 11 information11 is the. first step toward respect as the 
public "likes best those corporations about which it knows 
the most good things." 14 
Cel::"tain "rules of thumb" were established for the copy: 
1) modest steps of progress were explained, 2) the company 
would not commit itself to things it coulq n('live-up-to, 
3) public interest subjects were treated as part of the 
I 13. "Public Relations begins to grow" Printer s Ink, 261:73, 
October 29, 1957. 
14. Thor.1n.s J. Deegan, 11 Effective Use of public relations 
r·C.'.r<=rt1s1ns, 11 Public Re1ations Journal, 6:8, May, 1951. 
6 
business of making more a~d better cars (no philantrophy 
assumed), 4) copy in specific language of "plain people", 
5) "camera focused on ordinary people.as well as Ford lead-
ers .ul5 
The advertisement appeared in picture-story form and 
looked more ltke news than advertising. The were a variety 
of stories presented: 1) the Ford educational system where 
a man could get almost the equivalent to a college educat-
ion while working for the company, 2) the company effort 
to cut down lay-offs at times of model changes, 3) success 
story of the first Ford dealer on the Pacific coast, 4) the 
first Ford worker to come under the company pe~sion and many 
more. 
Cox concluded that, although no immedi~te sales re-
sults were ~yailable, there was an improvement in the 
company's position vrith the public as disclosed by ~· scien~ 
tific study after the campaign. Also the campaign brought 
more letters of commendation to the company than any of the 
1\~d 
past advertising camTJaigns"produc~ed. In addition the ad-
vertisemenyenjoyed high readership and~was extremely in-
teresting to the public.l6 
General l-iotors is another;.industrial concern using 
institutional advertising. The company wanted to reach 
l t ::~ ::;.::~o.ll nupr:l1e ra, the "small businessman", and the 
' " ! ~ ) Jl ~~ -~,';. 
. ' ' 
assignment was given to A. G. (Tony) DeLorenzo, vice-
president in charge of the public relations staff. ~he 
problem called for institutional .advertistng; ·publicizing 
benefits to General Notors .suppliers, their employees and 
the community-but without apnarent preachment .ul7 
7 
The ads featured small towns under 500 with pictures 
and editorial-type stories, each story was localized but. had 
a national flavor and message. The public relations staff 
followed up with stories in the l~cal madia, timed with 
the issues of the magazines in which the ad appeared. 
11 \fuile not yet able to report an increase in sales, 
the corporation has received many letters of commendation, 
including one from Wendall E. Barnes, then administrator 
of the Small Business Administration.ul8 In addition, ed-
ucators are picking up reprints of the series for class-
room use. Gereral M;~Qt~ felt the campaign helped sell it-
self as an institution. 
The Rockwell Manufacturing Com!;any had a problem 
maintaining a constant corporate image for all its many 
business activities. To meet this objective the company 
felt it needed to create a central image that demonstrated 
the managerial vigor and make it known to the financial 
community, customers and prospects. 
The solution to the problem was an institutional ad-
17. Herbert L. Stephen, "G.M. 1 s les:oon in economics pays 
in consumer good-w.ill, 11 Printer•·s Ink, 259:32, 1·1ay 3, 1957. 
18. Ibid. 
vert1sing campaign util~zing e~itor1al style ads. The 
h1ghl1sht of the campaisn was the "Rockwell Reports" 
8 
which the president wrote on company and industry policy and 
techniques. 
As in the two previous examples no direct sales could 
b~t 
be attributed to the institutional ads,l\there were 6,000 
requests per month for reprints, recognition was up in all 
areas, and the number of stockholders doubled. 19 
Diamond Alkali, a nat ion-wide chemical company, re- .. 
designed its trademark which called for institutional ad-
vertising· to "launch a long term, coordinated-identification 
program. 1120 The campaign, in: addition to increasing id-
entification, has caused the company to gain better respect 
in the "here-and-now" selling step. 
The pur~ose of an institutional advertising campaign 
of the Pure Oil Company was 11 to become better known, more 
surely and confidently known, more bl;fttdly known." 21 It 
was thought that the purpose was best accomplished by tell-
ing more peoule about the things that make up the various 
comapny activities. 
The ads were run in the Saturday Evening ~ and the 
Wall Street Journal. They showed the company's offsho.re 
oil operations, how its minature coracking plant worked 
and similar operational stories. 
19. "Can Industrial Advertising build a Corpor3te Image?" 
Printer's Ink, 257:45, l<Iay 8, · 1959. 
20. Jacobson, Q2. Cit:, P• 22. 
21. ill.£· 
--------------~-----·~········ .... 
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The campaign was felt to have accomplished the pur-
poses with wl1ich it started. "As with other oil comnanies, 
Pure Oil realizes that a product tha~ is not examined, or 
well understood by the consu~er must be bought on confid-
ence ••• Pure Oil looks to institutional advertising to build 
his friendship and tvust ."22 
From the preceding examples it seems that the ad it-
self is the instrument that creates the favorable image of 
the institution. Carl By(i\Jr reminds us, "the ad \'tas only 
the front man ••• behind it a great deal of painstaking ~ · 
spadework w1th organizations and newspapers that created 
background that won favorable editorial oomment." 23 In-
-
. stitutional advertising is successful bec~se of the public 
relations effort behind them. 
The point that is emphasized in th~is chapter is that 
institutional advertising, once overlooked as a public 
relations tool, is co~ing to the fore once again. It can 
successfully sell the fir.m behind the product and serve as 
a link between the Qlonsumer and the institution. There are 
many examples that not only indicate the techniques of 
institutional advertising, but show·:how:~;valus.ble the tool 
can be. 
As for the future, it can be seen by: "the growing 
skills of professional buyers, if not consumers, will 
22 • 1.£1£. ' p. 23. 
23. Dees~n, ~· ~., p. 18. 
10 
1ncl1n/them to ask more searchingly of a product presented 
I 
for .their examination: \Vho~s behind it? How much quality, 
ho\'l much 1ntegr1ti that we ·can 1t inspect on the surface 
comes with ii?"24 It seems this is a bright star to which 
public relati'ons can point a.nd. use in the future. 
24. Ja.cobson, On. Cit., p. 23. 
CHAPTER 4 
PROFITABLE PUBLICITY 
As one author states "publicity is the most talked 
about and least understood of all phases of public rela~:.c.:'". 
tions." 1 There is much confusion of terms and definitions 
,.. 
in this connection. If a poll were taken of the millions 
of persons in the United States who know something of . 
public relations, it would be expected that at least 99% rv ,a;,} 
I} 7 
of them would think of "publicity" and "public relations" 
synonymously. The two are linked, but few lrnow the best , 
most profit~ble way to relate them. 
A·good, broad picture of the objectives of publicity 
is given as: "to gain rec:ognition, build prestige, develop 
understanding and gain approval by making deeds known, 
motives understood and one •·s information believed. 11 2 These 
same authors go on to say that by conveying "ideas and 
dramatizing deeds there will be created a "favorable opin-
ion climate in which selling goods can be accomplished."3 
Herbert ~'1. Eaus, a long time public relations man, 
defines publicity as the tool of pubic relations that lets . 
the world knorr you:.are"'living right. He distinguishes 
publicity from advertising by saying "publicity consists 
1. R.F. Harlow and H.M. Black, Practical Public Relations, 
(New York:Harper~_&<::Bt!otn~r.a.,., 1952) p. 283. 
2. s .11. Cutlip and A.H. Center, Public Relations, (New York: 
?rentice-Hall,Inc., 1960) p. 228. 
3. Ibid •• p. 229. 
--~"·~·--·-·-----·-·-----------
of those expressions \-there the .. medium is not paid, whereas 
~11~ ' . . 
advertising neccessit~. paying for the medium to get the 
story told ."4 
The importance of publicity for a company has been 
EX}Jressed by many p·ubli'c relation.s practitioners. John 1'1. 
Hill of Hill and Knowlton Compahy claims that "t·he com-
. ' 
pany which does not use public relations and publicity to 
develop every opportunity will run behind in the race with 
those who do talce advantage of them."5 
A more specific example is g~ven by Steven Shaw, a 
woman in charge of public relations for a large Ne\-r -York 
department store. She claims that no other medium can 
build a reputation for a store more quickly than frequent 
and favorable press publicity. "By making news, a store 
stamps itself as a leader 1n··,_the minds of prospective 
customers ••• such information is priceless, as a. merchant 
must win the respect and confidence of consumers before 
he can c onvef!t them into customers ."6 
Shaw goes on 'to say that be sides building a st·ore. ''s 
prestige, publicity helps brings customer traffic and pre-
tests the demands for new merchandise.7 From this we get 
an indication of the value of publicity to a business. 
4. Herbert 14. Baus, "Hovl to (}et Publicity," in Lesly's 
Public: . .Relations Handbook, (.Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1950) p .4f)O. 
5. John~. Hill, "A Serve Test for Public Relations in 1953," 
?rinter~~ Ink, 261:63, December 27, 1957. 
(. Il;id., P• 339· 
------------·~--··--~·" 
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v To fully appreci~te the role of publicity and how it 
can enhance a company's products or service, the basis on 
which it function must be understood. David Finn explains 
11 public relations has a distinct function that has to do 
with presenting a com':;~ny and its products befor~ a variety 
of experts whose op~nions are considered authoritative and 
relatively objective to the p:ublic."8 Finn, consciously 
~ 
ot not, is referring to what social psycholOgists label 
the "gatekeeper concept". 
lazarfelds and Katz, in their book Personal Influence, 
adopt from Kurt Lewin the gatekeeper concept. They define 
it as "eontrolling a strategic position of a channel-whether// 
that channel is a flmv of goods, or news or people-so as to · 
hav~the power over whether whatever is flowing through the 
channel ,.,ill enter the group or not."9 The C'Oncer>t can be 
adapted to public relations use since it is concerned with 
publicity and the mass media. 
The public relations man presents stories to the ed-
itors of the various media. The editor then, accepts the 
responsibility of either accepting (and therefore printing 
or airing) or rejecting the news. If the material is used, 
it assumes the characteristics, not of the public relations 
8. David Finn, "Na.rketing and Public Relations, 11 in Stephen~ 
son's Handbook of Public Relations, (New York: McGraw-Hill 
Com~any, 1960) P: 69. 
9. Elihu Katz nd Paul Lazarfelds, Personal Influence, 
(Glencoe,Ill.: The ~ree Press, 1955) p •. 119. 
man, but rath~r of the editor who is considered by the 
audience to be relatively, objective, .having no "axe to 
grind". How valuable this becomes for a company who gets 
it self ( 01 even more. important, ·itS· products) into print 
or on the air. 
Through the "gat,ekeeper" concept one of the many 
ch'lnnels of communication that .l-tS.rtineau says is neglected 
by managementlO is utllized: that channel being word-of-
\ ·, i. : .0:' 
mouth communication. 
4 
Robert c. Brooks, a marketing expert, writes that 
"word-of-mouth is a key factor in marketing of many pro-
d.ucts."ll The re9.son being that many products'' greatest 
sellins effort come from opinion. leaders who disseminate 
information to those '\tho are dependent on them for certain 
types of news. Thus, women ,.,..ith large families are con-
sidered opinion le~ders in grocery marketing. "Unmarried 
women" become opinion leaders in fashion. 
The most important characteristic of opinion leaders 
{/ for public relations':ppblici~y purposes is that they use 
the uass media:more than those they influence. Brooks cites 
studies that sh0'\1 that opinion leaders read more than others. 
It follovrs that opinion leaders are bound to pick up a 
firms publicity and pass it on to others, thus begins the 
word-of-mouth campaign that invariably benefits the company. 
10. "All Activities lviake Up a Corporate Image," Advertising 
~. 29:30, November 7, 1958. 
11. Robert C. Brooks, "11ord-of-Mouth Advertising in Selling 
:~::-· .. ; :.rr.d•Jcte.," Journal .2!_ It;,'J.rket1ng, 22:157, October, 1959. 
'"'"'·""•'"_...,.. ______________________ _ 
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Philip Lesly sums it up b'y saying word-of-mouth advert-
ising is "the appeal that influences people without their 
kno'\'ring they are beirl;g influenced ••• ideas are implanted eo 
that the recipient thinks they,are hie own." 12 This is im-
por-;ant for a. commercial firm when the influence convinces 
the consumer to r~rchase one product in preference to an-
other. 
As has been implied from the previous material, the 
way publicity is linked to marketing is by publicity stress-
ing products or services. There are other types of publicity 
that pupl1o relat1ons handles, such as the usual announce~ 
ments of promotion~?, retirements, etc., but since these are 
not directly related to marketing, they 'vill not be con-
sidered. The type of publicity in which we are interested 
is known as"product publicity" •• 
The public relations director of Monstanto Chemical 
Company, Gertrude Bailey, writes that while "advertising 
and sales promotion are the hard ~-~ublic relations 
efforts and product publicity may be considered the soft 
sell, especially in the introduction of a new product or a 
new application of an old product."l3 Remembering the im-
portance of the "gatekeeper ooncept 11 and "word-of-mouth" 
advertising, it seems illogical for a. firm to neglect 
12. Philip Lesly, "Public Relations and t'he Challenge of the 
Harketing Revolution," Journal .Q! Marketing, 24:7, Oct., 1959 
13. Gertrude Baili:', 11 Public Relations "!s good Susiness-
~n ~rchandising, 1 Public Relations Journal, 10:8, Feb., 1955 
publicity, especially when bringing a new product to the 
market place. 
A r~ther good definition of product p~blicity was 
' 
given by Dan· J. · Forrestal in an address before a meeting of 
the Public Relations Soc~ety of America in 1957. Forrestal 
emphasized that 11 product publicity ls that sales producing 
tool dealing l'rith the editorialbrat].ches of the press, 
radio, and television and, dedicated ,to the rmrketing effort .ul4 
He commented further that in most major corporations the 
responsibility was .handlea'· by the public relations depart-
ment .15 
!:-1ore than a~ decade ago Philip Lesly saw the potential 
of this tool of public relations. In 1950 he wrote: 
Product promotion is a direct contribution 
of public·:.relations.:to the sales program. It should 
be employed as an extra spoke in the general sales 
'\vheel, augmenting advertising, merchandising and 
selling6 rather than as a substitute for any of these.I · 
Lesly's farsig~~dness is brought out in an article 
written several years after pr,.tblication of his handbook. 
Ashley Vl. Beirner, a public relations counselor, writing in 
Printet% Ink explained: 11 product publicity stands today as 
an important mem~sr of a well-balanced marketing team ••• 
·· _j,i__b§J?. _e;ro1·rr. ___ :tn stature over the past 15 or 20 years and 
is rapidly becoming part of a normal agency 
14. Dan J. Forrestal, 11 Publ:ic Relations and Advertising, 11 
Public Relat1Jns Journal, 12:25, June, 1957. 
15. Ibid. 
16. Philip Le sly, 11 Public Relations /!s tl Sales Force, 11 in 
his lublic Relations Handboo1:,(Ue\'1York:Prent1ce-Hall,Inc., 
1950) ''· i73. 
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ope ro. t ion. ul7 
Now that the importance of publicity as related to 
marketing has been explained, the question becomes : why 
should _this task be given to public relation? ll'fhy is public 
relations best qualified t~a~~y out these responsibilities? 
One public relations director lists the reasons public 
relations is best suited t·o handled publicity: 1) public 
relations/ people know the ne\vsmenand editors better than 
anyone else, 2) Public rel(:ltions has, long range }:UJ • .est 
· interest and responsibility in editor relationships, 3) 
public relations is more attached to the company's whole 
opera.tiottand is more attuned to overall company aims and att-
itudes, 4) public relations should (hopefulJy) specialize 
in "good taste" in communications and be able to disting-
uish between volume publicity and good public relations, 
/\ 5) public relations re;1g,1zes that each story is not the 
voice of sales or advertising, but the voice of the com-
pany.18 Perhaps these characteristics ascribed to public 
relations are a bit overly-idealistic, but they help ex-
plain '"hY this function should be unique to public reltions. 
Another source that helps ansl'rer the question is an 
articl~ written by Dr. Otto Lerbinger entitled "The Grow~ 
~ of the Communications Function in lv1arketing."l9 
17. Ashley \'1. Beirner, "PublJ9-_ity ~ins Mw ~ature its Ji 
~rltetins f1lnction," Printer'Ysi.I!!!f, 260:52, August 23, 1957. 
18. B~iley, ~· Cit., P• 9· 
19. ~l~ce r€visea uncer a different title. 
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This article gives an overall view of the marketing func-
t1on and discloses areas where public relat1ons can and 
should be used to enhance the value of a product or service. 
According to Lerbinger, public relaions has four dis~~ .. 
tinct functions in marketing. The first of these is nro-
vidi~p: informt3.tion, (the other_.three functions will be 
discussed and '~nalyzed in detaile_d in the following chap-
ters). Included in Le.rbin3er's f:i.rst function is publicity. 
The public relations man 1-s expert at getting P\lblicity 
' ' ' ,. ... '. 
and for making specia.l appeals to· ~pec·ffi.c groups ,.;hose 
proba'b1l1ty of bMyins 1s h16h• ''A'·pu'bl1c relations man's 
knowledge of audience analysis and.skill i'n communicating 
through a wide variety of formats and media~gives him an 
advantage over the advertiser who tends to rely almost 
exclusively on the mass audience approach. n20 From Lerb-
. inger is gained an answer as to ''~'hY lJUblicity is best a 
public relations job. 
As in the preceding chapters, the best way to emphasize 
hm·r public relations publicity ca.n enhance the value of a 
product or service is by citin{3 examples of "publicity in 
action.•• l"..lany of the exampl"S'€. in the preceding chapters have 
shm·Tn that often, public relations activities do lend them-
selves to press publicity. The following examp~ were more 
or less especially designed for press publicity purposes. 
20. Dr. Otto Lerbine;er, ''The Growth of the Com:r,unications 
Function in Z'lrlceting," Unpublished Articl~, Boston University1 1961. 
The All-Japan Cotton Spinners Assoc~ation began a 
public relations campaien to aquaint textile men, business-
men, consumers, labor and farm leaders with the facts about 
the Japanese cotton industry's position. To do this a IJress 
. ShoW . 
fashion was held featuring dresses created in Japan but of 
9 
American cotton and Ame.rican indesign with a touch of oriental 
flavor. 
The shovr was performed wn over twenty cities throughout 
the United States \vith heavy empha:sis ·on ne\'rspaper and mag-
azine coverage. The publicity was overwhelmingly, drawing 
more inquiries than expected. 21 
The Glidden Company gave .to· their public relations 
counselor the responsibility of introducing its nev.r "Satin 
Spred" paint. Demonstration featuring top company executives 
\·;ere performed with national publicity resulting. The com-
pany reported a major jump in sales.22 
Ruder ana Finn \vorked \vith the Pullman Couch Company 
to get publicity for its line of room furnishing~. Publicity 
centered on a contest for designers and interior decorators 
for decorating six different purpose rooms with Pullman 
couches. The con~test was'· so appealing to the neivS media 
that it was featured in nation-\'lide publicity.23 
.<. . ,. .-.- it 21 •. 11 Japan ltndustry Q{ses t'ash~n Show to Jtelp '6ffset n:n 
Attitude in the U~S.". Printer~ Ink, 262:94, March 7, 1958. 
22. Robert 1. Willier, "Public Relations Its fi. Sales Tool, 11 
fublic Relations Journal, 8:18, June, 1953. 
23. Bailey, QQ._. Cit., P• 10. 
~----------------------.. -·. -·-·--·· 
'1.0 
The Gill.ette Safety Rezor Company utilizes the services 
of Hill and KnO\"'lt on for publi·c1 ty prupose s. Instead of 
emphasizing the company •·s products (the company is far and 
away the leader ~ -±~.:il::R' in the safety razor market), the 
publicity conpentrates on the "blade-way" of shaving. 
Gillette ~realizes thst its main competition is not 
. 
from other firws in its field, but from the electric razor 
industry. Ther~fore Hill and ·Knowlton''s primary objective 
is to get as much publicity as possible on shav~ng with a 
blade. Besides interesting feature~articles, razor and ~. 
lather sequences have been in the cartoon strips C'Beetle 
Bailey") and motion ·pictures ("The ::Apartment"). Gillette 
feels it has been getting its mone;}s \'Torth. 24 
The public relations department of the Barry Controls 
Corporation built a theme around a new machinery mount de- · 
veloped by the com~any. This new mount make it possible to 
move heavy machinery vrith greater ease and speed. In con-
junctiion with the Office of Civil Defense and officials 
of various cities, demonstrations were carried out through-
out the nation illustrating the speed with which whole fact-
cries, equipped l'Tith the new mount, could be moved in case 
of enemy attack. These demonstration~made the product famous 
and many sales resulted.25 
The Celanese Corporation came out with an all plastic 
24. From a class discussion at Boston University with Gill-
ette and Hill and Knovrlton personnel, May, 1961. 
25. Ste~henson, ~· ~., p. 73. 
--~--~---------------------------------------------
11 
milk truck a few years ago. This would have make a 11 public-
ity ,first" except that a rival company had unveiled a s1m-
seve.r211 
ilar truck a . .o -;./!!,.::: ·:'1o!lths.,ea;rlier.:~However, .Celanese took 
advantage of.the other company'.s publicity by stressing the 
careful development and structure of the truck and how it 
had features that make it a far more remarkable piece of 
equipment. It received .more publicity than the first truck.26 
Public relations can go to extremes to get publicity 
for their products, especially new ones. To get a ne'\v frozen 
Italian food brought to the attention of the press, two 
attractive sirls were aressed 1n colorful native Italian 
costumes. A. buffet.' snack of the company's new products were 
assembled on a buffet tray and, along with glasses of wine, 
were ser~ved by the girls to newspapermen. 
The girls visited food editors an4 city rooms of news-
papers and served the food \'Tith the press release. vlithin · 
'\ 
ten days 14 stories about the traveling buffet had appeared 
in the New York and ·trade press. 27 
/ 
A an benefi~ from pubJicity in for~ign 
ne"rs n:edia. Joesph Jones, for many years active in foreign 
trade, writes that having product publicity in foreign 
newspapers not only builds up the company and the product, 
but also helps combat anti-American feeling and propaganda. 28 
26, Bailey, QQ. Cit.~ 
27. "B~f_Let Snack and ~o &irls /iccompany It fre ss Release, 11 
Printervs/ Ink, 266:105, January 30, 1959. 
~8. Joe sph Jones, "Public Relations Suild U.s. SG.le s and 
~odHill," Q.uartel''ly Review_of Public Relations, 3:10, 
April, 1958. 
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A good example of this is Remington Rand 1 s internat-
, ., . 
ionally sponsored "Secretary's Day". The program has the 
.,_ ... '\ ' ............. , .... 
_ .... ·. '· \. · ...... " 
broad objectives of enhancing the cmmpany 1's corporate image, 
reemphasizing its ·place among its present customers, aquaint-
ing more people with its human side, personalizing the sec-
retary and upgrading the secretarial field in general. 
Each of tpe foreign offices runs a con~est seeking 
the secretary who best combines ability, charm, aptitude, 
tact, poise and discretion. From eqch of six countries a 
'\vinner is se~ected' and t~ere is much publicity in each con-
test. (In France, for example, the winner was presented ~o 
Charles DeGaulle.) 
· The •· six>girls ( iri 1958 chosen from England, France, 
Germany, Argentina, Brazil, and Venezula) are given an 
all-ex~ense paid trip to New York where the publicity con-
tinues. They are greeted by the mayor and given a big tour 
with receptions, parties~ etc. 
"There has· been a noticeable increase in sales around 
the world as well ~s good :r;ublic relations cooperation from 
the broadcast coverage of the Voice of America and the 
National Secteries Association." 29 Again public relations 
publicity p·ays off'. · 
In this chapter it has been stressed that publicity 
can and has increased the value of a company 1 s products or 
services. l~ny authorities emphasize the importance of this 
29. "Remington Contest Builds Typists':i--Iorale," Frinteb:@ Ink, 
266:72-73, l~rch 6, 1959· 
function of public rel<:.ti ons. Based on the ''gatekeeper 
concept", publicity, especially product publicity, helps 
create 11 vTor<i-of-mouth advertisill5". As explained by Dr. 
Lerbinger and others, public relations is best qualified 
to handle the responsibility of pubJicity. 
Thene are ·::;any exar:1ples of successful publicity and 
how it has helped the various market situations. Included 
in the·se examples is one indicating th~t publicity can 
have international ramifications. 
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CHAPTER 5 
BRINGING ABOUT "OONDITION6 FOR !-ROFIT" 
vlhereas in the previous chapters public relations tech-
niques were related to marketing, this chapter will dsscuss 
"conditions for profit". Rather than techniques, these are ~ 
a 
states of mind or~favorable "climate" in which selling is 
easier. It is a further illustration of how public relations 
can enhance the value of product or service. 
Our starti!l6 point will be the paper wr'i:tten b.y Dr. 
Otto Lerbinger, "The Grm·rth of the Communications Function 
in Harketing 11 •• 1 As mentioned in the preceding chapter, Lerb-
inger derived four distinct functions of publ1e relations in 
marketing. The function of providing information already 
was discussed. Here will be considered the functions of stim-
ulating desire and induc-ing the willingness_to sDend. 
\'le will first consider the +unction Of stimulating de-
sire_. \'filliam D. Tyler, vice president of the Chicago ad-
vertising agency of Leo Burnett and Company, wt'ote in 1959 
that "we have suddenly rediscovered that an emotional feel-
ing about the nroduct can be the strongest selling point 
that many items-for which no specific product advantage ex-
ists-can have ." 2 Actually this is a definition of motivational 
1. Unpublished article; Boston University, 1960. 
2. William D. Tyler, "The Image, the Brand, and the Consumer, 11 
Journal of Marketing, 22:162, October, 1959. 
------~" 
2 
research and it is a great part of stimulating desire. 
Lerbinger claims that public relations men object to the 
fact that advertising has been connected with it, since 
types of motivational research havelong been used by public 
relations. 
According to ecc-nomists utilizing the la\-r of diminish-
ing marginal utility, the consumer must continually be stim-
ulated to purchase a larg9 variety of goods. The public 
relations man seeks to incorporate the use of a ~roduct into 
the cultural patterns of society by adding the instrument 
of publicity to advertis1ng.3 Thus public relations aids 
in stimulating desire by supnlementing advertising. 
One of the important points emphasized in Chapter 2 
was that public relations should advise advertising. The 
point dovetails with this function. It was explained that 
11 to plan an advertising campaign without basic knowledge 
about the people we want to affect is like flying blind. ·~4 
It will be brought out here that not only should public 
relations advise ·advertising, but supplement 1~. 
A public relations man writes that in accepting the 
challenge of the marketing revolution 11 pubJic relations 
counseling firms have had closer tie-ins with the company's 
advertising agency ••• by offering their selling experienc·eJ 
3. Lerbinger, QQ. Cit. 
4. Frank Lang, "Research-Backbone of Sound Public Relations," 
. Journal of I·iclrketing, 16:196, October, 1951. 
as well as the tools of their trade, to aid in introducing 
I 
new p,&ducts and other ways of st1mulat1!13 sales •11 5 'l'liis 
is an indication that public relations can supplement ad-
vertising and the end result will be a benefit to the in-
stitution originating the campaigns·. 
3 
There are many examples of profitable ways public re-
lations bas supplemented advertising. Jobnson and Johnson 
undertook a public relations campaign under the titl~ of 
"Emergencies Don't Waft Week". In getting cooperation from 
the police and fire departments in various communities, the 
purpose vras to make t,he public more safety conscious. Ad-
vertising and national sales campaigns were tied in with it. 
lvhen picking up a magazine or entering a drug store the 
consumer could not help but notice all the Johnson and 
Johnson advertisements and promotional material. As a 
result it was the most successful selling effort in the drug 
industry for years.6 
In our nation's largest city is the New York Convention 
and Visitor's Bureau, a year-round organ1zat1cn sponsored 
by hotels, retail stores and and shops, restaurants, sight-
seeing com:;anys, etc. The primary purpose of the program is 
to bolster retail sales during the summer aonths ''~hen there 
seems to be a migration from the metropolitan center. 
5. Robert A. \'lillier,-''Public Relati~ns f!rs if fales1'col," 
Public Relations Journal, 8:18, June, 1953 •. 
6. Hm.,rard Stephenson (ed.) Handboolt of Public Relations, 
(Ne\v York: !•icGra\v-Hill Company,· 196orp. 72. 
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The program '·rorks simply: 1) a Sum1:1er Festival Queen 
is cho~en to go about the United States and selected foreign 
countries drumming up NevT York vacations, 2) Festival Hostess 
is picked (Arlene Francis and Ethel Merman have been past, 
hostesses) to preside. at various events, 3) bureau repre~ 
sentatives travel around the country supplying organizations 
and businesses with pro:noticmal material about the city. 
Advertising includes newspapers and magazines, bi~l­
boards· and direct mail (one summer over 1 million brochures 
and pamphlets were sent out or distributed b:,r hotels and 
restaurants). The advert-isements stress the shopping, sho\'lS, 
sports, tours, concerts, plays, along with "wonderful acc·-
omoda t ions • 11 
In past years the Bureau claims that sales have been 
bolstered b~,. their efforts. ·~ ~dence they cite that Ne''l 
York hoteS!l averase 7 t.o 10~ more cfl·:pacity than the rest 
of the country during the summer. 7 
· The "Smokey the Bear., campaign is an interesting and 
successful blend of public relations and advertising. It 
started during vlorld l'i'ar II' when a bear vras used as a sym-
bol on advertising posters pleading fire prevention. In 
1951 he got his name from a cub who survived an unusually 
severe forest fire. 
A series of short radio shows began featuring such 
and 
stars as Bing Crosby, Dinah Shore ,f\Sons of the Pioneers. 
7. "Festival'iheme traces New York f'or S'ales ilump," 
Printe~ ~; 265:7~, October 24, 1958. 
Late~ animated cartoons were sent to television stat-
i ~ns along \·lith addi t 1 onal public service radio prosrams. 
Posters began to be internationally distributed and a 
s~eakers bureau \'las established. Tne theme of the !)rogram 
'tras that man can help stop forest fires, since 9 out of 10 
of them are man-made in origin. 
The poster distribution and speakers bureau were part 
of the public relations activity. Other public rel~tions 
programs included a memgership drive for junior forest 
rangers with 11 S:·aokeythe Bear forest ranger kits. 11 Comic 
books and Golden Books were·published relating the story 
5 
of Smokey. There were wallets, hats~ belts and pottery made 
with Smokey on them. 
To attest to the success of the campaign, before it 
started there 30 milJ.ion acres burned annually up until 
1942. Since then only 3 million have burned. As one official 
put it 11 a bil1ion dollars plus in damage was not lost."8 
It is hard to say in this instance. what supplemented what, 
but it illustrates the advantages of having p~blic relations 
a.nd advertising \'lorking together. 
When "Glamorene", a rug cleaning solution, first came 
out, the product \'las put through its· paces for public rela- · 
tions purposes. It \'las tested rigoroul{§y in a consumer lab-· 
oratory by Reader's Digest magazine, the result being an 
articlp enthusiastically endorsing the product. The public 
8. 11 Smokey:A ~ymbol ~aves $1 billion, II Printer{YQ .I.Dk~ 
267:70, 1-'lli:rch 8, 1959. · 
relations department used the objective results to supple-
ment advertising and it led to the product being boosted 
~c, 
to (Jl in the industry .9 
6 
In 1958. there began a.n annual campaign called "Nation-
al Library ~'leek". It is designed to dramatize and emphasize 
what a good library is and what it can do for citizens of 
all ages, the relationship of reading to other aat~vities and 
interests, and the role of reading in personal growth, enter-
tai~~ent and career development. 
Among the national committee's long range objectives 
are 1) improving relationships between adult education pro-
grams and libraries, 2) recruiting trained librarians, 
3) gathering ·money for expansion, and 4) promoting good 
book stores as community culture resources. 
-----
In 5,000 communities there were broadcast time and dir-
ect mailings to citizens, In addition free billboard space 
and television spot comDercials '\'lere used. Public relations 
activities included reading programs and rare book displays, 
Q/ 
famous authors writing frature articles and Walt I-Celly 
;\ 
drawing promotional cartoons. 
The only result that vTas reported for the first year •·s 
effort vras that there was a marked increase in library re-
gistration and book circulation. However, it was thoue~t 
highly enough of that others were planned for 1959 and 1960.10 
9. Stephenson, On. Cit., p. 75. 
10. "Second Library \'leek Ra,llies ~dia: jiupport, 11 Printert1 
~, 266:105, January 30, 1959. 
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By interjecting a case in which public relations and • 
advertising were unsuccessful, it can be seen that these 
tools cannot perfor~ miracles where an idea or theme is un-
so·r;:td. turins a recent Christmas season Schenely initiated 
a public relations campaign about their "revoluntary develop-
ment in the liquor industry." It was nothing more than a 
specially designed Christmas decanteY, but the company did 
everything possible to supplement advertising. 
They went to newspapers to get articles printed about 
the decanter, to museums to get design awards fortbe decante~ 
but it did nothing for sales. The failure was due not to the 
public relations or advertising techniques, but ra~ther that 
the idea v1as not deserving of such tt;eatment .11 
From these examples it can be seen that public relati-:ns 
can supplement advert ising \'Ti th significant results. But, 
as pointed out earlier, it is difficult to distinguish \vhat 
is s1-lpplementing \'That. The important thing to remember is 
that both can be used to hel~ stimulate desire. 
The second part of stimulating desire is "raising the 
level·of aspiration". According to Lerbinger peo"!]le must 
be kept dissatisfied with the goods they have. Consumers 
11 o"!: 
mustAreach the "saturation point" when they feel it is un-
necessary to purchase any more goods. Marketing must be 
11. Stephenson, ~· Cit., p. 75· 
bringing "new concepts of living" to the nation's buyers 
so they will continue to buy new and 11 better" products .. 
8 
Public relations definitely has a role here. Tne sales 
}")rogram of the "Continental Line" of dinnerware by Rosenthal 
originated as a public relations venture. The dinnerware ,.,.as 
de signed by Raymond Loewy and vtas promoted as such. It was 
not ordinary dinnel"\'l'are, but something nevr and different fro~ 
the drafting board of a master craftsman.l2 
An unusual program ,.,as sponsored by the United Fruit 
Company to aquaint the public, through medical men, of the 
nutritional and good qualities of ~ananas. The company spon-
sored a ~)15,000 contest offering nine 17-day vacations for 
two in the Caribbean. To qualify,physicians were asked to 
give the most gratifying discovery of a clinical use for ban-
anas. Ads and feature articles in medical journals announced 
the contest., as the therne"bananas belong" ,.,as used. 
Altogether there were 3500 responses. From them came 
nevr research data on bananas that would not have othe!"\'rise 
emerged. until months or years later. "The program carried 
the increased suyport of the physician and added scientific 
bacikin6 to the already-strong hold the banana has on the con-
sumer market .ul3 ~Vhat should have been added \'/'as that 1 t 
gives a nevr but pO\'I'eful reason for putting bananas on the 
gro·cery list. io_. 
·: 
12 • Ibid:. , p • 77 • 
13. "United Fruit Company ~ives ~nanas ·a ~w btatus," 
Printet\YSl1lll£, 264:83,. July 25, 1958~. 
9 
The Seagram Building in Ne\1 York City benefited in 
many \vays from public relations. O?e way has been the great 
number of peoTJle--who have seen the. building without specific 
intent and undoubtedly carried away an impression.l4 But 
what is of interest here is the p~blic relations program 
... 
carried. on before the building \"las completed. 
The program's purpose was to find tenants for hhe ex-
pensive office space. By literature and personal appearances 
of the architects, the emphasis was on·the design and up-to-
date features of the modern structure, thus making it more 
than a mere office space.l5 
Parker Pen has a uniqu~ public relations program with 
elementary school children. The company has started the 
"Parker Pen Party" in which it is the intermediary between 
teachers to start letter e~anges from their pupils to pupils 
in other parts of the country. 
It is interesting to note that the company does not 
care to sell pens in the school but rather build a corpoEate 
image for the time when a student buys a pen on his own. 
However, in letter '\"lriting instructions there are words to-f.he 
effect "use a pen tn letter 11riting, it is neater and easier 
to read, 1 t does not smudge or get all over your hands. ul6 
i 
14. "Architecture~al{es @n a i(ole in .Public J2..,elations Work," 
Printe!V~ Ink, 264:91. July 11, 1958. 
15. Stephenson, 22· Cit,, p. 76. 
16. "P?.rker ~ets fUture !buyers on the §chool lusvel," 
Printei:lkS) ~. 266:72. Fe-bruary 20, 1959. 
", 
Here is an example of raising the level of aspiration of 
you't'}.6 school c:ildren. 
10 
In introduci:lg its new wireless electric razpr,the 
Norelco Comp~ny depended on a public re.lations campaign. 
Demonstrations were aimed atjsaowing the convenience and 
practicali~ of the razor. The campaign stressed that the 
razor was the most noteworthy advancemnt in the men's toil-
etry field. 17 
In all these public relations efforts the emphasis was 
on the product beinc something made for gracious, modern 
11v1ns. The campalsns stressed the faot that the consumer 
should have the produ?ts. In this manner the products•' val-
ues i·ras enhanced by raising the level of aspiration of the 
purchaser. 
Another one of Lerbinger's four functions of public 
relations in marketing is inducing ih£ wil1ingnes~ iQ s2end. 
Here the public relations m?.n 11 Seeks ~o bring about those 
events vlhich will remove the causes in hesitation in buying.ul8 
There are other critics \·Tho consider this function to be 
primary responsibility of public relations. 
In an address before a national conference of business 
and public relations executive.s, W. Howard Chase stated 
that·j part of the job of maintainine the free enterprise 
system in America is by "driving ~~ome to j;lhe broad :nasses 
17. Stephenson, 2£• Cit., p. 77. 
18. Lerbinger, QQ. Cit. 
of the general ·-:;ublic the nerits of the product." For · 
r-ublic relations it weans th~t the p~b:ic must understand 
vrh~~t the American econo:nic syster:l has done and will do for 
11 
tLe:n so they i·rill continue to su::;::ort 
penditures.l9 
it by liberal ex- ~~~-
In a ~aGazine article several years ago George Skinner 
explained: 
••• the first and most basic job of all corporate 
public relations is to protect and }··ro:note our 
economic system. That is posRible only as each 
unit of the bystem deserves the P~BJ.ic respect 
and gets the respect it deserves. 
In this line of thought he \vent on to say that a sound 
rublic relo.tions policy is to·create a favorable climate in 
which the consumer is willing to purchase ~our product as 
well as others. Such a policy "promotes and protects" the 
economic system. 
In an even more recent article Philip Lesly lists the 
values of >Jublic relations. At .the top of the list is "help-
ing to assu~e a healthy economy by creating a demand and 
0 
thereby helping to sell more goods."21 
In a.n articl~vrritten for Printe;l!i Ink, Anthony G. 
DeLorenzo, public relations director for General Hotors, 
reflected on the recession year of 1958. He com:nented that 
an important job confronting the public relations profession 
19. H. Hm.;ard Chase, "Profit," Public Relations Journal, 
3:26, February, 1948. · 
20. Ge~e D. Skinner, !' Public Relations is a Profit Tool," 
Printe~ Ink, April, 19,57. . . · \ 
A1'' 
21. Philip Lesly, "Public Rel~tions and the Challenge of t::e 
l·Iarketing Revolution," Journal .Qf Ma.rketinp:, 24:9, October, :~-:::: • 
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during that year was helping to restore confidence in the 
nation's economy. It 'became major rebuilding Jo'b for pu'bl1c 
relations. "Now that public relations is a recongized member 
of the management team, it must be prepared to bring all of 
its techniques to bear in meeting this imDortant challenge.22 
Hudson P~lp and Paper Company did its share to fight 
the recession by a public relations program in 1958. The 
company wanted to fight ~he recession by gettin~ ~he most 
from each produ~~ing unit, including the human elements. 
The big job \·ras to get at the employees and for this 
purpose the public relations department was utilized. Con-
tests were started for attendance, punctu~ity, production 
and safety with prizes and reco~-gnition for winners. Stemm-
ing from these were employee-of-the-month and employee-of-
the-year contests. 
Local were contected and three $25 saving bonds were 
awarded for the best essays on "The Value of Paper in our 
Daily Lives". Further, thene were plant tours and a color 
motion picture of a paper-making procedure was made avail-
able. Broch~res and other literature were sent to employ-
ee 16 families tel1ing them of the goods andmeaning of this 
campaign called "Ope rat ion Ca.paci ty" ·or. "O'.C.". Visual 
symbols·were adopted for letterheads, bulletins, press re-
leases and plant signs. The company sponsored merchant 
sales promotions featuring "o.c. Sales Days." 
22. A.G. DeLorenzo, "A More Positive, Confident Approach to 
Public Relations," Printerl-1 Ink, 267:45, January 2, \\1959. 
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The results were excellent. "Volume increased and 
inventory decreased; local papers devoted a great deal of 
space and many favorable editorials to the program." 23 
Hudson Pulp ~nd Paper used public relations, if not direct-
ly to induce the willingness to spend, to at least restore 
faith in the nation's economy. 
I 
General Electric did its share to induce the willing-
ness to spend during the 1958 recession. The public relations 
department was given the job by management "to stimulate a 
company-wide campaign to build sales and jobs."24 
After coining the name "Operation Upturn" and creating 
the symbol (an upward pointing arrow inside a long oval), ·: 
they gathered a council of representatives from all depa--rt-
ments. Suggestions were made and eq,ch department adopted 
those that \vere pertinent to their needs. 
Communcations were sent out that aroused much enthus-
1asm. The credit department est~blished "protected purchase" 
plan vrhich postponed payment in case of unemployment. Em-
ployees got "Dear Business Friend11 letters to enclose when 
paying their bills, the letters telling about the program 
and to buy G.E. products. 
Employees volunteered for many programs·;: including sales 
·promotion efforts, that benefited the company. Customers_ 
were urged to visit the production line and literature 
23. "Hudson Pulp and Paper ~O\'lS "11ie {;Nay to Peat ~ece s si on 
--i'h1nking," Pr1ntert!1{Ink, 263:57, June 27, 1958. 
24. '''Operation Upturn'' @.lves G.E. If llft," PrinterU1/. Ink, 
267:72, April 24, 1959 •. . . . , .. · 
went out to s~ockholders community leaders , etc. In some 
plGnts competitors products were exhibited with demonstra-
tions showing the relative worth of them as compared with 
General Electric's products. 
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The results vrere amazing. In the industrial line sales, 
which had been dropping steadily, leveled off the first month 
of the program. and then hit record heights the text six 
months. The consumer products division also showed signifi-
cant gains. 
In addition there were other ~avorable gains: 1) the 
morale and spirit of the employees increased, 2) employees 
saw the connection between sales and jobs, 3) new products, 
techniques and thinking began, 4) communications barriers 
were broken down and interdepartmental rivalries i'lere min-
imized in favor of concentrating on.the c~nsumer.25 .By 
inducing the willingness to spend General Electric helped 
the economy as well as itself through public relations. 
In this chapter has been considered Dr. Lerbinger's 
functions of stimulating desire and inducinp: the i'Tillinp:ness 
iQ snend. In the first of these functions there are two ways_ 
in which public relations can play a part: 1) supplementing 
advertising and 2) raising the level of aspiration of the 
:.-..... _:...:::~"!'. There are many examples to show that public re-
:::~: ~2s a place here. 
For the senond function, there are namy advocates \'Tho 
:u;-ort Lerbinger.· Furthermore, two specific examples~rom 
' 
\ 
25. Ibid. 
-
t::€ literature 1nd1cate that th1s 1s another way public 
;-~..l:lt ions cnn brins about cond1t1ons that w1ll enhance the 
v~ue of a product or service. 
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CHAPTER 6 
PROVIDING ASSURANCE-ANOTHER 11 CONDITION FOR PROFIT" 
The fourth function public relations has in marketing, 
according to Dr. Lerbinger, is that of nroviding assurance. 
The public relations man uses the corporate image as the 
symbol to simp~ify purchasing decisions for the consumer and 
:tt serves to reassure him in many ways. As seen from the 
preceding chapters, the corporate image is diffuse, it 
draws on many aspects of the corporation's reputation and 
it can put to many uses~ 
One of these ways in which a public relations man can 
put it to use is by assurinp: 1h.§. cuality ~"good_ taste" 
of a pr-oduct, the. first subhead Under the assurance func-
tion·. Lerbinger explains that in purchasing any product 
three "dangers" are present in making wrong decisions: 
1)' biological, but the Pure ·.Food and Drug Act has pretty 
much eliminated this aspect' 2 r social' that friends may not 
approve, 3) mental, that by shopping around a better buy 
could have been found. 1 The "dang~rs''o are mulitiplied when 
the consumer is in no position to judge for himself and ....______... · 
must rely on the manufacturer~ This is where public relations 
enters the picture, as the following examples will indicate •. 
A public relations firm set up the Tobacco Industry 
Research which makes funds available for "sound" research 
1. Dr. Otto Lerbinger, "The Growth of the Communications 
Function in :tv1arketing," Unpublished Article, Boston Univer-
sity, 1960. 
into the causes of cancer. Since the cancer "scare 11 began 
several years ago, the biological dangers of smokins were 
endangering cigarette and other tqbacco sales. However, it 
is felt that this public relations program has eased some 
2 
of the anxiety caused by linking lung cancer with smoking.2 -~-
The DuPont and the Celanese Corporation made a great 
public relations effort in getting public acceptance'; and 
a.pnreciation of the word "synethetic 11 • Public relations 
personnel were sent to Paris during the height of the fash-
io~seasons to make sure synthetic materials were given pro-
per recog~~tion. The result was that such words as "dacron11 
and "orlon" appreared with other fashion terms which caused 
the words (and the materials) to be accepted as stylish·~~ 
rather than cheap.3 
The National Cap and Cloth Hat Institute currently 
has been conducting a public relations campaign whose pri-
mary purpose ls tb promote cap and cloth hat sales.· One ob-
jective is to have caps seen as a fashionable, tasteful 
piece of wearing apparel. Public relations has been getting 
nen wearing caps in stylish ads (fo~. sports.: cars, etc,) 
and getting publicity shots of famous personalities wear-
ing caps (former:- president Eisenhower in his golf cap). 
Other public relations activities include display 
units for trade shows, ~motion picture for televsion 
2. Hovvard Stephenson,(ed.) Handbook of Public Relations, 
(New York:McGraw-Hill Co., 1960) P• ~. 
2. Gertrude Bailei., "Public Reln.t i ()ns is eood busine os-
in merchandising, 1 Public F.e:n.tions Jo•Jrnnl, 10:18, Feb. ,1955 
3 
showing and Golden Cap Awards made t·o celebrities, Accord-
ins to the public relations counselor heading the campaign, 
there has been a noticeable increase in retail sales.4 
Sales of Benedictine are reported to have jumped be-
cause of a public relations program. The program was de-· .. 
signed to nake the public, particularly women, conscious of 
the word "benediotine 11 and what 11 good taste 11 it was to use 
as a liquer.5 
In Chapter 3 it was explained tl:at Pure Oil Company 
had an active institutional advertising campaign. To re-
iterate, 11 as with other oil comp::nie s, Pure Oil realizes 
that a product that is not examined, or well understood 
by the consuwer must be bought on confidence."6 How well 
this fits in with assuring the quality and good taste of 
a product. It points up the role public relations can and 
should play • 
With so many of today's stores and shops utilizing the 
self-service type of shopping, more and more reliance is 
being put on the consumer for rational behavior when making 
purchasing decisions. With so many different brands that seem 
to be equal in qulaity, the consumer often is confused as 
to what products are preferable. Public relations comes in 
here. By projecting the corporate image the public relations 
4. 11 Hatters band together fnr a new image," Printer's Ink, 
270: 59-60, January 22, 1960.: 
r:. :.rt. rt. A. ·.:n11er, 11 1'tlb)ic H.::lr:ti:~nn no a ouleo tool," 
_:_.:_i~.~-::_. ~:: .:...-~ ~ ·~ :~; .:. d.:') ;:!f ln.!:. j [;! 1r r ; J l.ille ' 1 f)~,~ ... \ 
G. AJ~l.n J. ,JrJ.r;rlrj;;rm' "1'11'-' Corporate Im:\t::c bGcc~;~1c:s a ;n<:tr::::ctin.s 
c: e~lrh,_nd,'' J'r1nter 'p, Inlt, 260:21, Septembe1· .13, 1957 • 
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man can save the consumer time.and effort, the second sub-
head of the function of providing assurance. 
On the information provided by public relations, a 
p~ttern of behavior is established, .similar to a-condition-
ed reflex. Then when the consumer is confronted with a 
choice in purQhasing, he remembers ·the company behind a 
certain product and, if the image is favorable, hs will 
purchase that company's goods.? As the following examples 
will indicate, there are many different ways public relations 
, . 
can help save the consumer timEtand effort. 
Cities Service realized the va~ue of a single, unique 
company symbol to represent the entire firm. To have an ade-
quate symbol the companY, hired the well-known industrial 
designer, Henry Dreyfus~to create an effective corporate 
identification. 
Dreyfuss designed new service stations, signs and dis-
plays, and developed ne·" packaging for all Cities Service 
products. Publicity and promotion surrounded the activities 
Of the de~igner, and it \'laS stressed that a dependable 
product could be purchesed as the stations. 
The purpose of the program was. to h-ave the consumer 
recognize, and then purchase·, Cities Service products. Rather 
than have to make a rational decision every time gas is pur-
chased, the consumer should faith in the quality of the pro-
duct. Cities Service feels the public relations activities 
7. Ideas adapted trom Lerbinger. 
have placed it among the leaders of quality product recog-
nition in a highly competitive market.B 
Standard Oil of New Jersey feels that it can best appeal 
to the public,in the face of all it ''s competition, by offer-
ing good serivce at its station. The Esso public relations 
staff holds indoctrinition.meetings; prints guide books, 
produces movies and keeps executives onthe road a good 
part of the time teaching individuals station operators 
good consumer relations. 
It is interesting to see that the messa3es are explain-
ed as what sound public relations means in economic terms 
for dealers and distributors. Training for dealers includes 
how to win friends through communications channels of the 
telephone and letters. In all cases the emphasis is on ser-
The Shell Oil Company has a similar public relations pro.,.. 
gram for dealers. Five specialists are on the road constant-
ly to train and assist dealers in their own public relations. 
wi 11 ,h·oAy 
It includes how to bestt,patronization. As in the Esso ex-
ample, the em:phasis is on seric1ca as '\'lell as community part-
icipation and leadership.lO 
The Rexall Drug Company has 170 representatives in the 
field pra-ctically all the tim$ teaching public relations :t-o 
8. "What a designer did to Cities Service ''s image," Printer's 
~~ 270:54-55, February 5, 1960, 
9. Glenn and Denny Griswold, (eds.) Your Public Relations, 
(New York: Funk and Wagnalls,Company, 1948) P• 283. 
10. Ibid., P• 284. 
-----------------------~.......,.....····-··-·-············»"'"·· 
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druggists and"dev1s1ng individual programs for them. There 
are frequent regional group meet1nss at wh1oh public relations 
presentation~~rom the home office are studied. The purpose 
of the program is to build up Rexall as a good, friendly 
place for customers to do their drue; buainess.ll In this 
and the other examples the purposes end up to be identical, 
to nake the company stand above the others so it will be 
chosen as the one with wh1oh the consumer will do business. 
A third subhead under the providing assurance function 
is that of rewarding -one 1's friends. According to Dr. Lerb-
inger there are an increasing number of consumers who are 
·conscious of the "status" of products they purchase. They 
do not want trb purchase a product that has an unpopular · : · ; .:. 
1
'soc1al policy". The public relation 1 s duty here is to· make 
sure the soci~l connotations of the product are favorable. 
One interesting example of this is the program of the French 
cognac industry. 
In 1952 this industry embarked on a sales promotion and 
publicity campaign to influence the American public, through 
its social leaders, about the high etiquette of serving 
cognac. 
One part of the campaign was centered around "sommel-
iers" (cognac gourmets). who traveled around the country 
giving exhibits of cognac for drinking and cooking. Ons of 
11. I£1£., p. 282. 
the persons connected with the ~ow remarked "the patrons 
remembered the event and the cognac." 12 
In most phases of the campaign cognac was connected 
high-fashioned living or important people. French fashion 
designers emphasized a color called cognac. When Winston 
7 
Churchill vis!ted the White House once he was given cognac 
as a gift. On President Eisenhower's sixty-seventh birth-
d~y he received a 67 year-old keg of cognac insured for 
I 
$10,000 and guarded by two Brink's men during its delivery. 
Of course both events were duly reported by the press. 
A public relations firm feeds news and feature articles 
on cognac to the press. Once published, the firm has them· 
reprinted and sent to liquor retailers for distribution. 
Also the agency stirs up interest by sending out a quarterly 
house organ about cognac and champagne to retail outlets 
along with a companion piece Host & Guest, which is sent to 
15,000 high-income consumers. Iruall)cases the basic theme 
is gracious living. 
French champagne has trAed similar promotion but has 
not been nearly as successful. It seems to be all in ~he nam~ 
as the French government had the foresight to restrict the :. 
name "cognac" to he brandi~s produced in the cognac district. 
However, it slipped up on champagne, a term used that may pe.r-+o'tn 
to sparkling wines produced anywhere. So if the consumer 
wants to associate himself with the image of gracious living 
12. "What kind of campa~gn builds a product into an instit-
ution?" Printer's Ink, 264:72, September 19, 1958. 
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produced by tl;le "educational" progr~m, he will have to d1rnk 
true cognac. 13 
A few years ago salmon canners became concerned be-
cause their product was il.osing its place as a main dinner 
dish. Uhder the direction of the trade association repre-
senting the canners, ~ public relations program was started 
to make the public consider salmon as a main dish. The 
campaign was initiated bystressing salmon as a Lenten dish. 
In a well-timed campaign, salmon was promoted in cooking 
schools, cooking contests and in food editorials in the 
ne1'1'spape r 1 s womens page. 
The emphasis was on the acceptance of salmon as a sub-
stantial, yet delicious food, reflecting the purchaser's 
good sense of a nutritional diet. Salmon was accepted as a 
basic food as indicated by retail sales which continued to 
increase even after the Lenten season.l4 
Every year the Venetian Blind Institute gets five top 
interior decorators to design rooms incorporating venetian 
blinds. The rooms ·are the heart of the public relations 
program, for they present blinds in new and fashionable ways. 
The purpose is to keep blinds as a tasteful, up-to-date room 
decora.t1on.l5 
These programs illustrate that public relations should 
play a big part in· making sure ~ product has favorable ., ' c:·, 
13. Ibid., p. 73. 
14. Bailey, QQ. Qli. 
15. Stephe~son, Q12.~ .Cit., p. 86. 
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11 social connotations". It does much to enhance the .value 
of a product or service. 
Dr. Lerbinger coins the term "merchantizing" for the 
fourth subhead under the providing assurance function. 
"Herchantizing" is interjecting the personal touch in sales 
that seems to be disappreaning with the advent of self-
; 
service and "automatic" shopping. The public relations man 
supplies the humanizing link between the manufacturer and 
the consumer that once was implemented by the local, small-
store merchant • 
Anheuser-Busch, as a.part of its public relations pro-
gram, sponsors its famous team of Clydesaale horses on 
' 
nationwide tours. Also the company offers, free of charge of 
charge, speakers and films telling of the baseball Cardinals. 
Having been exposed to both ~rograms I can assure you::.that 
they are given in an informal, pleasant manner that rings 
of the corner-grocer type relationship. 
In an attempt to humanize itself to its customers, 
B.V.D., the maker of men 1s undergarments, offers a ~?1,000 
first prize cash award for he best nroject thqt helps a 
school. The program has benefited materially/many schools 
and school districts, besides successfully creating a warm, 
friendly image of the company.· 
Some of the replies indicate the results of the pro-
gram: "You and your comiDany representives were so ~onderful 
10 
to us, that we cannot help but become good-will ambassadors 
for yo•Jr company11 and 11 ~our are do1ns more than makins under-
wear-your•·re doing something to helpmy kids."l6 
If that were not enough, a letter of commendation came 
from the public relations director of a company located 1n a 
town where a school was benefited. It said in part: "Through 
this inst1tu'ti1on you and your assoc!ates can walk an inch 
taller than competition ••• this is pay· enough for disting-
uished corporate cit izenshi:p .ul7 
The Jewel Tea Company combines public relations and 
advert1s1ns by putti:1g a "heart appeal" in srocery merchand-
izing. The advertisin13, while talking to 11 1-lrs. Customer"' 
in a friendly, informal manner, shows the Jewel Tea Com-
pany being interested in feeding her family well and econ-
omically. The "heart appeal11 campaign is :flurther carried out 
in the company's super-markets w.here employees are trained 
for courtesy and cheerfulness. The emphasis is on treating 
"Mrs. Customer'' as a human being.l8 
The Chrysler Corporation has seen the need to tell their 
story through face~.to-face mettings. James A. Baubie, dir-
ector of public relations for the.f1rm, explains the pur-
pose of the company's speakers bureau as fixing the correct 
corporate image in the minds of the public by hav•inc them 
meet Chrysler executives on a friendly, informal manner. 
16. "How B.V.D. helps to build better schools, 11 Printer•·s 
rnk, 264:88, July 25, 1958 • 
. 
17. Ibid. 
18. Frank Lunding, 11 1Heart Appeal•· in Gro·cery Advert ising, 11 
Journal of l1arketinp;, 24:74-76, October, 1959. 
ll 
The speakers bureau, run by the publie relations de-
partment, hand picks potential speakers and then gives them 
a brief trainin~ session in the essentials of good public 
speaking. The subjects on which the speakers can talk range 
from automobikpainting to econooic theory, each sy.Jeaker 
'havinG a particular area in which he is well versed. The 
undertone of the talks is to disseminate the facts that 
Chrysler is a good emJ)loyer, a good citize·n and a manufact-
urer of good products. 
The speakers are made available to men's clubs, church 
and school groups, etc. thoughout the greater Detroit are. 
It \.Yas _such a -vrell ore;anized, worthy :;rogram that in 1957 
it received the "Silver Anvil Award" for the manufacturing 
field from the AmericanPublic Relations Assoc1ation.l9 
Procter and Gamble humanizes itself in another manner. 
It has a special correslJOndence section in its l;ublic rel-J-
tions division and it is devoted entirely to ansvrering 
10,000 letters a year. Certain rules are follO\..;ed for each 
reply: 1) every letter is answered, 2) replies must carry 
the company's personality, 3) every letter is answered pro-
mpt~y, 4) replies are to the individual, if a form reply 
is used it is type ii:t':5:tten and signed to make it lo:Ok per-
sonal.20 
The com_pany feels that the activity is necessnry to 
19. "Speakers bureau bells Chrysler's story," Printer's .In:k, 
264:67, July 4, 1958. 
20. "Fen IJals make good public relations," Printer''s IBk, 
263:59, ¥~y 23, 1958. 
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break dmrn the barriers beti.;een itself and the ultimate 
consumer. Ey rnal~1n~ the ta.JJts i'r1wndly and ocurt&sy the aon-
sumer retains a favorable im~ge of' the firm, thot it is not 
as cold and austere as persurnad.21 
As these examples have shown, public relations has 
. . . 
been quite active for many companie~;~ "merchantizing" it to 
the public. In t:11s \·ray a favorable. climate is- created in 
which eood::. or services are more readily :sold, 
In Chapter 6 hQs been discussed Lerbinger's fourth 
function of "providine; assurance" .-·The public relations man 
has the corporate ·;,symbol \'11th i'<'hich to work and, hy utiliz-
ing it in certain ways, it can be used to enhance the value 
of a product or service. 
There are four ivays public relations can provide assur-
ance: assuring the quality and "good taste" of a product, 
saving the consumer time and money, rewarding one's friends, 
and "merchant1zing11 • Examples from the literature of each 
of these subheads indicate not only the techniques public 
relations can use, but also how the product value does 
become ¢reate~from the efforts. 
21. Ibid., p. 60. 
CHAPTER 7 
PUBLIC REl..t\TIONS AHD BANKING-AN INTF,ODUOTION 
In the preceding chapters a set of rules or a "pattern" 
'"'as developed that explains, in detail, how public relations 
can enhance the value of a product or service. To reiterate, 
there are six parts to the pattern: 1) public relations on 
policy-making level, 2) institutional advertising, 3) pub-
licity or providing information, 4) stimylating desire, 
5) inducing the willingness to spend, and 6) providing 
assurance. It must be reemphasized that the ·pattern is 
for "business" in the broadest sense of the word. The in-
formation is valuable since no\'rhere is there set down ax-
ioms whereby businessmen can find positive proof of the 
marketing function of public rel2tions. However, the re-
ainder of this thesis will be devoted to explaining, in 
detail, what public relations can do for a specific busi-c 
ness and firm. 
The business to be considered is banking. A fair 
question to ask is: "why has banking been chosen?""The an-
swer to the question:lies in certain characteristics in-
herent to banks and banking. 
First of all, the "product" ·1s basically the same. 
Robert Lindquist, long a leader in bank public reaations, 
writes in Lesly 1s book that with government regulation 
2 
and supervision (direct or indirect)1the safety of the mon-
ey and the interest it earns is fairly well standard1zed.1 
Thus the variable of product difference is negated. 
The "image 11 of a bank is very important. One public 
relati~ns man states that the public image is.determ~ned 
by all the bank 1s activities, including the services it 
offers and the vray it performs them. The bank, then, be-
comes categorized by this image. There is the "businessmen 1s 
bank", the''"rich men•.s bank"' or just plain the "nice bank" .2 
Often this image separates the successful bank from the not-
so-succes~ful one. 
This leads into another bank characteristic: ser~ice. 
Service is considered an indication of the bank 1s citizen-
ship. "that the good will of the depositor wraps up his 
day-to-day business li~e.3 This is an extremely important 
area for public relatisns. 
Further characteristics that make bankins ripe for a 
public relations study is that· it is localized and depend-
ent on the community in which it is located (even though 
some banks are ''national" in scope, each indiv ldual branch 
is local and dependent on the community that it serves).4 
1. Robert Lindquist, "Public Relations for Financial Instit-
utions," in Lesly 1 s Public ~-.elations Handbook,(New York: 
Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1950) p. 304. 
2. Ralph Jacqmin, "Ean'~:ing, 11 in Stephenson 1 s Handbook of 
Public Relations, (New York: McGraw-Hill Co., 1960) p.-o12. 
3. S.M. Cutlip and A.H. Center, Effedtive Public_ Relati~ns, 
(Ne,·r York: Prentice-Hall, Inc., ~953) p. 325. 
4. Jacqr:~in in Stephenson Q]_. ill·, ·p. 611. 
In going through literature about banking and public 
relations I will search for direct ways that it can enh-
ance the bank 1s service. Taking the pattern established 
. from the preceding material, I will. critically analyze 
what parts a bank can use to create better business. 
3 
There seems to be adequate reason to believe that public· 
relations should play a part in banking. One ~uthor comments: 
"The ultimate objectiye of the public relati,-ms program of 
a bank, just as the reason for the existence of the business 
itself, i"B the development of business for making a profit."5 
i'lilliam Dunn, vrriting in his ·own "Pracitical Public 
Re:lati.ons in Banking", emphasizes the following: 
Good public relations are vital to bankins 
success because the state of your business.is de-
pendent upon your relations with the public ••• if 
your public relations are bad, your business is 
bound to be poor. If your nublic relations are. 
so-so, business is also so-so. If your pgblic 
relations are good, your business grows. 
An even more specific, down-to-earth reason for bank 
public relations is that "public relations is the bank 1's 
desire for success, which involves profit, progress and 
gro1-rth (and, less we be deceived)~ •• banking 1s not an al.:.. 
truistic but a profit-making business. 7· 
As a f"l,nar.note Ralph Jacqm1n says that a 'l::ank should 
have a public relations program because "1n a co@pet1t1ve, 
capitalistic society, it means, first of all, making a pro-
5. Lindquist inLesly, ~.Cit., p. 322. 
6(. \Hlliam T. Dunn, ·:Practical Public Relations. in Banking, 
C~mcridge: TheBankers Fublish1ng Co., 1950) p. 21. 
1· Public Relaticns for §sur Banlr, (Nevr York: American 
~":".~-...lute ~.f BankinG, 1956) p731 • -
~~------------------------
4 
fit noi'T and 5rm·rine; to ma:~e a larser profit in the future ••• 
that .such profit makins is completely sel1'1sh but losioe.l 
reason for a public relations program. 11 8 By stressine; the 
"why's" of a banlcine; public relations program it makes even 
more clear our objective: the relationship of marketing and 
public relatibns in terms of banking'. · 
This cha;:1ter has the purpose of se.rving as a transition 
from the ge•neral to the specific. Because there are certain 
charateristics inherent to banks and barucing, it will be 
used as "testing grounds" for the "pattenn" established in 
the firs~ .chapters. Public relations is essential to banking 
because it is related to the profit function of the business. 
(Author;1's note: After crit ica.lly analyzing hm·r public relations 
can be profitably adapted to banking in general, there will 
be a case study made of one specfic commercial bank. Thus, 
the thesis is organized on the scheme of general to the 
specific to the very specific.) 
.. 
------·-------------------
--------··--·-·-~··· 
CHAPTER 8 
FITTING THE "PATTERN TO EAN!<:I~~G-FIRS'l' l•Al\T 
In looking at bank public relations there mi~ht be a 
tendency to get bogged down in details and lose sight of the 
purpose of this thesis. Public relations for finan~cial in-
stitutions quipkly is becoming a complicated, intricate "pro-
fession". The Financial Public Relations Association, alth-
ough a highly specialized organization, has over 2,000 mem-
bers from all of the 50 states. However, m~ny of the public 
relations activities, no matter how interesting, are not 
related to this thesis topic: public relations and marketing. 
For the above reason we will be concerned with only 
those public relations activities that improve the bank 1's 
business-that bring the bank more :~:cust :-;mers or keeps the 
ones it has. As explained earlier, we will take the "pattern" 
established in the preceding chapters and fit it to banking. 
The result will be a cle~rer understanding of how public 
relations can enhance the varue of a product or service. 
The first, most b2sic step in having public relations 
:':lelp a bank's business is to keep it on a policy-rnakine 
level (the first part of our pattern). One public relations 
practitioner expresses the ~hought by: 
A bank's ~ublic relations policy is an~extri­
cable part of its operations policy ••• how it ~er­
forms its banking functions is the prime factor in 
determining its public relations. Since control of 
these functions is managemen~s perogative and res-
ponsibility, it follows that public relations·is, 
too, a ~mnagement responsibility ••• in many cases 
the possibility of profit ma.y be considerabJ.y en-
hancl by careful regard for its impact on the pub-
lic. 
2 
ifuat was true in Chapter 2 is also true here: public relations 
must be recognized by management as a policy-making func-
tion. 
Robert Lindquist, writing in his own book on banking 
public relations gives the reason for this, 11 (The public 
) 
relations 1 ) ~i~wpoint is important in all policy discussions, 
.;.~. ~~ 
for there is(~~ part· of the banlc 1 s activities that does not 
:,.·. 
have public r~lations implications or repercussions. 11 2 He 
t~ 
goes on furth~r to explain that close ties with management 
: -~~ 
are necessary to give 11 direction, stren,e~th, continity, and 
greater effectiveness to the bank's public relations activit-
ies.113 
It must be asked why '!)ub1ic relations should be entrusted 
\vi th policy-malcing responsibilities. The answer can be found 
in a book vrritten by i'l'illiam Dunn devoted to financial public 
relations. Dunn explains that the public rel~tions man must 
be in a position to represent the public to the bank. 
Dunn feels that, to do this, he must have a senior pos-
ition in the bank so as to have povrer with which to convince 
top officials of plans that are vital to good public relations. 
1. Ralph Jacqmin, 11 Banlcing, 11 in Stenhenson 1 s Hand1::oolc of 
'Public Relations, (New Yorlc: McGravr:.Hill Co., 1960) p.bll. 
2. Robert Lindquist, The Bank and. lli PubJ.ics, (~IHl York: 
Harper & Brothers, 1956) P• 17. 
3. Ibid. 
-------------·---~-··-~···. 
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Further, "presenting the banlt:'s yiewpoint to the public is 
only half his job ••• he must also be able to present view-
points of the :)ublic to the bank and take an active })art in 
the formulation of policies having any bearing on public 
relations •114 
This same conce~·t is fol"\·rarded by Jacqmin ten years 
later. He says "the public relati "US manaeer, \ihO sits \'lith 
top manaGement in decision making, is there to represent the 
b 1. ,.5 pu -lc ••• Then later he adds "it is also the public rela~ 
tions mana6er 1s job to interpret the bank and its actions 
to the public." 6 He sums it up neatly vrith "performance on 
the management level consists of two part: that of the pub-
lic intel"cessor and that of the public eyes and earo. 11 7 
Having established the importance of having·public 
relations on a policy-mo.:dng level, the next step is to find 
examples of the conce11t to validate it. Here ive run into trcu-
ble because,. in the litere.ture, there are fe\v case studies 
given that explicitly state that someone connected vrith public 
relations had a hand in policy formation. There is one ex-
ce:;)tion to the rule, hmvever. 
The Mount Prospect State Bank of Haunt Pro~pect, Illinois, 
moved into a nei·r building in the beginning of 1960 .• The 
bank i·ranted to have some sort of promotion on savings in con-
:-;~n,, Pract~.-cal Public Relations in Bankinr:, 
·_,· .:.:. .... ::.c...:_::s, ... :s . .ss.:Bankers Publishing Co., 1950) pp. 178-179· 
- • -:::.c::::lin in Stephenson 22· Cit. 
:. ~·' p. 613. 
7. Iill·' p. 614. 
junction ivith the grand opening. The bank had never ene;aged 
in yromotions (except for small coin banks given to child-
ren openin3 a nevr savings account) and top officials were 
leery of them, regarding them as cheap. 
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The director of public relations, along \vith her· small 
staff, helped formulate ·the decision to go ahead \·rith a pro-
moti·:m. A '\·romen 1s clutch bag make of grain plastic '\'tas sel-
ected as a suitable premium and l-ras offered to anyone open-
ing an account of $25.00 or more. A further policy '\'ras fash-
ioned \·rith public relations help: to include present customers 
in the :Jlans and,as a.>public l"elations e;esture, they•became 
eligible for a gift with a deposit of $25.00 or more. 
Both ne\·rspaper and direct ~:·,ailing advertisements were 
tied in with the event. Approprite posters were placed in the 
lobby. A staff meeting i·ras held so that all employees , .. rould 
be avrare of the program. The re~sults of all these activities 
ivere significant. 
A total of 1865 purses i·rere given a\·ray-290 to ne1v acc-
ounts, the remsin~ng 1575 to present depositors. The neiv 
accounts O]lened with balances of *~147, 359.4 3-247 remained at 
the end of nine month ..,.rith tola l balances of *;156,148.73. 
At the inception the ~verage nevr account 1·ras ~~508-~13, and at 
the end of the nine month period it had risen to $632.18. 
Of the 1575 vTho ad6.ed ~25.00 to their account, no tally 
ivas ta:·:en. Hoi·Tever, it vras felt 11 the gift certainly acted as 
5 
a stimulant tom~ny hundreds as indicated by the increase in 
total balances. 11 8 Besides these tangible re·sults the bank 
felt it had reestablished itself "\'lith old and nevl customers 
by this token. of appreciation. 
This is a profitable example of. public relations on a 
policy-malcing level, the only one I could find in the lit-
erature. P'"'rhaps this· is due to the fact 'that public relations 
helps formulate policy everyday, but the re"Bults are not sig'"' 
\\ 
nificant enoue..h for publication. Or, even worse, having public 
. ,, 
relatio:ns on a policy-making level thought of as theoretical 
rather than practical, and lip-service rather than action 
given the concept. Our ca.se study will help clarify tJ.~is point. 
Included in the responsibility of helping to formulate 
i~portant policy comes the subhead of coordinating it with 
other activities of the bank (as first expressed in Chapter'2). 
As Robert Lindquist says in Lesly's Handbo0lc, "the important 
considerq.tion in planning all pubJ ic reac.tions, adverti'sing 
and business develo}Jment activities is to coordina.te them 
com:!)letely with the over- all policies of the instiution."9 
Several years later, in his own book, Lindquist explains 
that because public relations is an over-all progrom "planning 
must be done for the long term and intervroven into all activi-
ties·~of the banlc." 10 In a brief comment that supports Lind-
quist, Jacqmin writes 11 the public relations director needs a 
,-, . 
8. Kathleen '\'lalte.rs' "Premium Promotions v/ortli the Cost, II 
Bulletin, 46:59, December, 1960. 
9. Robert Lindquist, 11 l)ublic Relations for Financial InstiutitJ~s,"~~-· 
in Lesly's Public Relaticms Handboo1':, (Hei-T York:Prentice-H.-:;llt·);J. ·•. · 
10. Lindquiot, Ou. Cit., p. 16. 
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close relationship \vith the heads of other depa:rtments." 11 
Another advocate,· exp:ressine; the: same thoughts as Lind-
quist, only a decade later, is George J. \·latts, vice president 
of a large Texas bank. Speakine; before the forty-fourth annual 
convention of the Financial rublic Relations Association, 
\·latts stressed 11 public relations is a contimjing effort, 
\·rhich tends to coordinate, direct and control the advertising, 
publicity and other public communications of the corporation, 
under the direct supervision of the top executives of the com-
pany.ul2 
These sene:ral1za.t1ons have 11·~tle mean1ng unless they 
can be bolstered by examples of coordinatind,'Jublic relations 
1-T1th other asrfcts of the business. It vms easier to find ex-
amples of this subhead of the policy-mak1ng ~unction than of 
the funtion itself. 
Bowery Savings Bank in :~evr York C1ty succeE sfully coord-
inated public rel"'t ions a:~6. advertising. Public relations 
personnel advised advertising that publ~c knovrlede;e of loans 
and interest r"'ate s \vas niave, if not incorl"ect. To help dis-
entangle some of the confus1on an imae;inat1ve, informative ad, 
created as a joint effort of both the public rel?ti~ns and ad-
vertising departments, vms placed in seven Nevr York metro-
politan dalles and the i·lall Street ___ Journa1. 
In terms of publicity, the results vrere amazing. Amon5 
11. Jacqmin in Stephenson, ~- Qii., P• 614. 
12. Georce J. l'lqtts, "Basic Functions and Services of a Banlt'·s 
Public :r\.elations Department," an addres::: to the 44th Annual 
Convention of the Financial Public Relations Association, 
Eal Harbour, Floricla,.Hovember 3, 1959. 
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newspapers vriting editorials were the Christian Science 
Honitor and the Clevelg.nd Pla.in Dealer. Stories i·tere written 
in syndicated solumns that i·reFe printed in over 500 nei-rspapers. 
Further, several hundred congratulatory letters from educators 
and professional men, and from the general public were re-
ceived from all parts of the country. The president of·· the 
banK received many complimentary lette~ including ones from 
the Secretary and the Under Secretary of the Treasury and the 
Cha~man of the Federal Reserve Board. 
Universities and high schools requested reprints of the ad 
for use in the classroo:;~. se·-veral banks and savine and loan 
...,. . 
associations asl~ed permissionlto adapt the ad for their mm use. 
@For our purposes it is interesting to see that ,.;hile bank 
officials expected some :;mblic reaction, the reaction i'las not 
thoue;ht to be in terms of nevr business. "They~ found, hoi·rever, 
that it :produced traceable business, cDmparable to other re-
cent savings ads i·rhich have run in the metropolitan ne1vspapers .13 
Another, l~ather different example, is given by a Christ-
mas promotion of the Alton Banking and Trust Company of Alton, 
Illinois. The a.dver+;siine; and business development departments 
contacted the public relati~-:ns staff to see if something "OI1ld 
be done to offset the norrnal loss of savings and checking 
business;durinG the holiday season. \'Torking together, an idea 
-vras developed that tied ·in with decorating the lobby for 
Christmas. 
13. Edi·rin Vl. Goat, 11 Banlc Ad Receives Nation-ivide Publicity," 
Bulletin, 45:464, July 1960. 
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It l-ras decided that, rather than the :·traditional Christ-
mas ,tree in the lobby, tl1e oentraJl display '·rould dramatize 
the :.Iexican legen-.J. of the poinsettia. The display was acde 
in keepins '-.rith the story by using a S'l)anish style church 
entrance l'l'ith two small-child-'Size mannequins enterins the 
c~hurch. The rest of the lobby l'l'as decorated i'lith large poin-
settias to blend with the central display. 
In order to reap benefits from the display, live poin-
settias for all new· check$ng accounts opened with a minimum 
be.lance of ~100. Also~ a bobldet telline; the story of the 
"Miracle of the Foinsteeia" and giving hints on raising poin-
settias vras made avai;Lable to all customers. 
~ewspaper ads and a spot campaign on radio alerted the 
3;"JUblic of the promotion t'ltTO vreelr.s before Christmas. The first 
day the display dre''l' favorable comments from banlr. customers and 
ten ~oinsettia plants were given out. Each succeeding day 
brought more response so that two days before Christmas, an 
additional fifty plants had to be ordered to take care of the 
demand. In all, 175 plants '·rel""e given out i·rith the averase 
account averaging somewhat hie~er than the minimun of $100. 
During the entire promotion there was good cusomer comm-
ent and at no til:1e ''~'as there any adverse :t:'emarks on "commerial-
izing" Christmas. "The total cost vras little more thc:m the 
normal Christmas decorations, and it helped reverse a down-
i'lard trend in savings accounts during the Christmas sa.eson."l4 
14. Harold c·~ Harvey, "Deposits Increased by Christmas ?ro-
:notion," Bulletin·, 45:652, October, 1960. . 
It is interestin.g to close thi·s section i'rith an exam!Jle 
of ivh::~.t cc1n ha:p];en vrhen --~·ublic re la.t i ens is not coordinated 
i·rith other aspects of the bank. In one large bank the presi-
9 
dent placed a ~17 ,000 order for pre:o1-ums to be 3iven m·ray at . 
The. fN~~:(o. rcli)iittil\ i-<MI.I ~ .. i·hti't't 011'\~7 wne~ +hfo-141"t~~~~J 
a future bank promotiGn.£\The promotionaJ,. pla.ns for their use 
had to be hurried and 1·rere :;nade ,-;ithout relatin.g then to the 
other bonk activities. A i\"asteful and ineffective distribution 
resul...,ted •15 This last example ')erhaps em~')hasize s, te.st of 
all, the need for coordinating public relations with other 
departments in the bank. 
The second part of the 11 pattern11 of public relations in 
marketin3 is that. of institutional advertising. As '\'Till be 
indicated, there is a betsic misunderstandinG betvieen bo.nk and 
industry as to the definition of the term. \"lilliam Dunn :)ro-
vi des a beginninG by ma~ntaininz of the company }Jre sti(3e and 
impre·s sine u~~.on the public mir:d, the value of the company 1 s 
existence, policies, services, etc., to the prosress of the 
community as a \vhole and to the material vrell-being of the 
l)Ublic as individuals • 1116 
This definition is not far from the one used in Chapter 3 
uhich ex~~lained instiutional advertising as being "used by a 
company ••• to talk exclusively Bbout itself its ~olicies its · 
:personnel, its :plans."17 The most importa~t cha~acteris~ic ,) 
of inst:ifutiono.l advertisinG is thnt it .is essentially not 
15. Lindquist, Q£. Cit., p. 185. 
16. 'i'lilliam Dunn, 011. Cit., p. 101. 
17. John 0. Young, "Advertis.ing and Public ?.elations," in Lesly 1 s 
'Public Relations Handbook, (Nei'r Yorl-;::Prentice-Ha11, 1950) p.718. 
oriented tovmrd :mshins any :;;articular product or ser·vice of 
the com}iany. Other'\·Tise it would become straight advertise-
~ent and out of the real~ of ~ublic relations. 
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Lindquist clai~s that all financial advertising, no matter 
hovr direct its selling messa£.5€ may be, ha.s institutional ad-
vertisinG i:~roli·cations. He reasons that since alJ advertising 
should enhance the bank•s good name as well as directly sell 
the mass services offered by the bank, financial advertising 
should be "nn imrortant tool of the ~Jublic relations program."l8 
Six years later, in his mm book, Lindquist -:-nake s an 
attempt to clarity h1s th1nk1n6 'then ex;;la:1.nin6 the difference 
beti·reen instiutional and- functi'onal advertising. According to 
Lindquist, instiiuticnal copy ,redominated in .bank. advertising 
v.rhen the bank 1 s small clientele was com.l'letely knmvled13eable 
of the bank•s limited services. There vms little to offer. 
the man in the street, othe;,~ than the fact that it vras bene-
ficial to have a re:Dut·able be.nk in the n:ighborhood. 
Today, l'rith many added t.U$tomers and services, bank 
o.dvertising must contain action-inducing messages i·rhich 
might be referred to as functional advertising. However, (and 
this is i·rhere the confusion arises) "functional advertising 
must utilize the institutional value of advertising for the 
})Urpose of nuturinG and safesuarding the banlc r s most valuable 
"[)OS cession-the confidence and goodivill of the public ."19 
Lindquist soes on to ex!-'lain: tl":e bank should stress 
18. Lindquist in Lesly, O'J• Cit., p. 314. 
19. Lindquist, 0~. Cit., p. 135. 
those f'eo..tures in '\·rhich it consiC.ers itself to have a com-
ro..rative aC.vanta13e, but in a reserved, non-boastful manner. 
Other instiutional advertising fearures are age, exyerience~ 
11 
reput·otion, friendliness and special attention to certain types 
20 
of customers. It seems Lindquist intermineles institutional 
themes (age, experience, ::~restige) with product or service themes 
(location, friendliness and special attention). 
Institutional advertising as has been ex~)lained here, is 
merely a derivatinn of i)roduct adverti$ing. It cannot be termed 
instituticna: advertising in the same sence that industry uses 
it. I am sup-·•orted in my vievr by Jacqmin:: 
Separc.tinc banlc advertisin[ into institutional and 
service advertising and. ascribing pub1ic relations va:)..-
ue to ~he first and not the second is unrealistic. Ho'.'T 
an ad ef:'ects thE:; c;ublic is a pubJ.ic relations matter, 
its subject is not ••• often ads ,.,htlch are termed in-
stitutional and are thought of as having public rela-
tions value are, in fact, only self-serving and }•ro-
duce an undesireable, neeative attitude in the reader.21 
Jacqmin furthers the. ex-~)lano.tion by rrnintaining that 
advertising, as a selling tool, achieves its p~nose ~ither 
by selling individual' service or by selling the banlt as a 
\vhole. If successful in either instance, the re~\t.llt is im-
proved public relations for the bank. 22 
Thus, the basic difference between industry and bank 
institutional advertisinG is th~t the latter is oriented to-
'\vard selling services \'Thereas the former is not oriented 
sellinG a product. This is further exemplified by lookinG 
20. Ibid. 
21. JacQmin in Stephenson Q£. Cit., p. 625. 
::-: · Il:1d. 
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at exnr:11Jle s of bank inc nds labeled "inst i tut ional11 • 
Th€ Financial Public;: Rvl&~.tions Association pu'blishQS a. 
monthly maGazine entitled Bulletin. In· every issue is a 
section, usually 20 pages in length, devoted to examples of 
financial adverta~ine; of the })revious month. They are not 
selected as the best, but rather as a notion-i.,ride sampling 
representinf: current financial advertising. The ads are sep-
arated b.y their purpose, and there is a section devoted en-~·. 
tireJ.y to "institutional ads." 
In the October, 1960 is::ue there are 12 institutional 
ads. In each case the reader is giv·en reasons for::using 
a particular banlt. The Liberty National Banl-: and Trust Corn-
pc.ny of ~isville wants you·. to visit their ne,,t bank building 
to see 11 hmr modern and efficient and pleasant banl:ing ser-
vice can be."23 At the Fifth Third Bank of Cincinnati there 
are "experienced ban}::ers i·rho vrill g~ve you the friendly, 
interested attention that makes the difference between just 
bankinG and be;nking at the Fifth Third.u24 
11 A corn1)lete line of helpful services, pleasant surround-
ings and modern conveniences "are offered by the First Safe 
Deposit National Banl~ of Ne't-r Bedford, Massachusetts. 1125 
_t~_t the same time,. "Berks (Berks County,:Pa., Trust Com:pnay) 
hQ.s every banking service a business of individual could ·: 
vrant: ... 26 HO\v these inst:lltutional differ from Ford 1 s ivhere 
23. Bulletin, 45:683, October, 1960. 
24. Ibid. 
25. Ibid., 'P• 684. 
26. Ib~ C.., .,.., 635. :'. 
is ex-)laine d. the company 1 s effort to cut dm'J'n J.ay-offs at 
tir.1es of model chance cr General I•Iotors ,. featu:t'i'Q.G small 
tmvns in ads \vith pictures and editorial-type stories.27 
13 
BankinG has yet to consiO.er institutional advertising in 
the same sense that industry has. As it nm·; stands a bank's 
institutional aO..s are merely a T!hase of product selling, 
which 's.houlO. be left to the experts in the advertising 
agency or department. Instiutional ad.vertising (as defined 
by industry) is somethins that should be develo~ed by banks 
as an area inwhi.ch they have full jurisdiction and respon~ 
sibility. 
This chapter has been devoted to finding hm<T the first 
t1-10 parts of the :narl\:eting ·}attern of ':)ublic relations fits 
ban::ing. The parts. considered i'rere the_ T-JOlicy-making and in-
stitutional advertising functions of public relations. 
T~ere are many vvho advocate ha'ling bank public relations 
on a policy-making level, but there are fe'IT exam9le s of this 
~ 
all-important function. H9.v1ever, for the subhead of l)Ublic 
relations advisins and coorO.inating other departments: there 
are many exnm::-Jles that explain how this function can be util-
ized profitably. 
A basic difference occurs in the bank and industrial. 
definitions of instiutional advert:bsing. The \'lay banl\:s use 
11 instiutionol advertsiing 11 leaves little to be discern be-
t'~:Teen it·and·conventional product or service advertising. It 
is an area thn.t can be developed for profitable results by 
bank public relations. 
3. 
CHA}:l TEF. 9 
FITTING THE "rATTEr-t.N11 -SECOHD PART 
The third. part of the 
relations is the -~:mblicity 
r;? 
I I 11 1"\ --- l;l '.;II ,y_ marketing 'pattern' of pub7-" ,~l~ ;-
function or as Lerbine;er·~ays r~ 
"providing inf8rmation." There 1vere times (crica 1900 and 
prior thereto, Dunn informs us) 11hen bankers did not think 
it necessary or, indeed, proper to consider publicity for 
their instiutions. Rather, they stood aloof from publicity, 
reg::!.rding ~.t beneath their di3nity or noti·ce .1 Tb~t v;as 
before the m·rareness of the importance of -public op1n1ort ... ,. 
}Jlm·r :;ublicity is one of the most im11ortant too fs for helping 
,pt.~ e.'-" 
to pt'tree the banlc (and the banker) in a favorable light. 
In ChaT'te!' 4 the objectives of -rublicity 11ere ~iven as 
"to (5ain recognition,. build -presitc;e, develop understanding 
and gain approval by ma.l{int:E deeds knm·Tn, motive.s understood 
and one's information believed'~'! 2 In the same cha~ter the 
im')ortance of publicity .~no. the principles on which it op-
-
erates i'lere discussed in great 6.et2ll. Rather than cct~J 
any of these, the puFpose of this section is to ascertain 
hmv banlcs can utilize publicity most ;;rofitably. 
Robe::·t Lindquist, an ex··"'ert in finanicial ~'ublic rela-
tions, states: "(pubiici;ty) can influence ~')ublic thinkinG . ,J 
about a baru{ and, over the years, bring the difference be-
t".·reen success :_ond indifference ."3 It does this by com1:1un-
L. ';-!m. T. Dunn, Practical Public Relations in Ee,n!:ine;, (Cam-
bridfSe: Bankers :i?ublishing Co., 19SO) p. 110. 
2. s.:.1. Cutlip and A.H~Center, Public Relations, (lTe"'v York: 
:;:·'rent ice-Hall, Inc., 1960) p. 228. · 
3. R~be:::-t Lindquist, 'T~e Lo.n~:-o..1'1d"-Itn ?ublics;-(::-e':l Yor1:: 
... ~,.:_!! ,, . • . ; ' ' ... .' '. ·------····-------------
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1catinG to the ~ublic the character, policy and conduct of 
the b-:mlc so as to rounll out the public relations effort. 4 
One of the basic reasons for lJUblicity is that banks, 
o.r-~ quasi-public institutions~~"': misunderstood by the }Jublic, 
causinc a feeli~g of antusonism Q1 be built ac;ainst +~~ As 
one author puts it, "bt.nks are sometimes faced Hith an un-
favorable attitude that is marked by antibank pro~acanda., 
harmful misrepresentqtions, quips, rumors and idle goss1p. 11 5 
Ty:;ical exam~:les of some of these ant[\.,;.(50nisms are: banlcs 
charse unfc.ir interest rates: they charee lmv retes on sav-
ings and high r::.tes ~n loo.ns; they impose unnecessary ser-
vice charses; and they give preferential treatment to 
wealthy custc~ers.6 These states of mind are obstacles 
banl~s ~ace ih getting nevl gusiness. I'ublicity, vlith its char-
o.cteristic of objectivity (see Chapter 4), is one of the 
chief tools to overcominG these obstacles.· 
There t1re certain activities in \·rhiclt. bo.nl::: can engage 
that, uhen propel"'ly publicized, Viill dispel some of the pub,;;.·. 
lie antagonism that may be built against it. (Being able to 
partici:;_xcte in decidinG ivhich activities to encase is part 
of the :'olicy-malcing fu:1ction discussed in Cho.~-:ter 8). For 
exao~;le, ::ublicity that brings the :'ublic to a bank open 
house or a bank tour helps clear up any mysterys about the 
Hay a banlc is run. 
4. Ibid. 
5. , Public Relations fol"' Your Bo.nk, (Hevr York: Amer-
ican l!:nstitite of Bankine, 19::>6)iJ":" 325. 
6. ~-·' ~· 326. 
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Short nevts stories and feature articles about a bank 1 's 
dons.t1-n to charity or sup~lo:rt of youth activities or schools 
stifles rumors about a bank living off a corrununity. In a cUff-
erent vain. so \'lill announcenents about a pension or profit 
sharin£3 funa..7 
The National City Bf:'nl-c of Hevr Yorlc obtained nice !JUblic-
it;>r in cancelling the obligation of the one millionth borroH-
er in its Personal Credit Department.8 These are exam:9les of 
deeds that are of no rublic relations significance unless 
they are publicized.· 
Hm·rever, often trust andconfidence in a banlc, built up 
·over a long period of time, can be shattered by the adverse 
pub1icity of a bank robbery. Ralph Jacqmin explains that the 
~ublic rel&ions officer must be there immediately to re~erate 
to the public their funds are safe due to the bank's bonding 
and insuring companies and the Federal De~osit Insurance Cor-
poration. Such ne1·rs i·rill ::o'revent any doubt of the banlr 1's str-
enGth from creeying into the community, and· also give positive 
favorable publicity to the bo.nlc 1 s solidity and the safutyvrith 
i"Thich it guards the fun<is entrusted to it.9 
Another basic reason· for• publicity is to inform the pub-
lie about certain thinss concerni~s the bank. Using public-
ity rather than advertise·mqnts, the bank can e;et its mess-
7. Ideas ada~ted from Ralph Jacqmin, 'Banking," in Ste::>henson •·s 
Handbook of -:--:-yblic :::\elations, (Ne11 York: McGra\'T-Hill co., 
1960) p. 624. 
8. Hobert Lindquist '1I'ublic Relations for Financial ~nstitu­
tions," in Lesly 1 s Fu"c1ic ,;.elo.tions Handbook, (Hev-r Yorlr: 
Prentice-Hall Inc., 1950) ~· 321. · 
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age across effectively. One such example is that used by 
the Lubbock National Bank of Lubbock, Texas, in acquainting. 
the public i'lith its remodeling prcject. 
The plan was to get as much publicity as possible for its 
refurbished banking space. There were w.any,a.ctivities in t:1e 
o-pening(bank tours, lobby exhibits, floral displays, etc.) 
and a coordinated advertising campaign i'lith the nei·rspaper, 
ro.dio andf'Ulevsion. However, the climax of the op(;ning 1:ras 
centered on a $5,000 givea1·ray. 
A replica of the bank 1 s ere st \•ras made on a hugEtscale. 
A §afe O.e:pos1t l<ey i·ras placed on every letter tn~t milO.G u-p 
the name of the bank,rl9.,in·.gll. Saving accounts of $100 to 
~1000 i·rere placed in corresponding safe deposit boxes, no one 
knm·ring Hhat amount wan in each box. Registration i·ras held 
through the opening iveek and 19 i'·rinners \·rere. drai·rn by a comm-
ittee of brnk officials. 
The ivinners vrere invited to the bank as a group, and each 
selected a key from the crest replica. He was then ta~en to 
the safe deposit area, o~Jened the gox vrith the key, 2nd. re-
ceived 0100, $.250, ~~500 or a ~~1,000 savings account. 11 It vras 
described b:" many as the most· exciting giveavray seen, as ex-
tensive radio, TV and nei·rspa:per coverage vms given to the 
actual opening of the safe deposit boxes. 1110 
During the entire i·reak of festivities Lubbock ne'l·is media 
gave all-out cooperation. Television stations ran ne·vrs films 
and live telecasts while radio stations had on-the-spot 
10. Charles S. Signor, 11 Pla[5ue s ,Ads, Dravrings ~,lake Opening 
Successful, 11 Bulletin, 45:649-650, October, 1960. 
broadcasts ond 1nterv1Ei'rn. Th~? local paper ran pases of ed-
it orials and photo. ne"\·TS. As one bank officialsaid, "Lubbock 
never smr a e;r::md Ol"'~En1ne to compare "''T1th that of the Lubb-
ock Nation~l Bank. 11 11 There vrere no references tellinG hOi'l 
the publicity helped the banlc 1 s business. ---
5 
.1 Another Texas banlc, The First National Bank of Fort 
Worth, used a mechanical robot in a recent ten-6ay savinss 
promotion to acquaint customers i·rith ne\v, more convenient ways 
to save. 
The robot went on display in the bank's lobby under the 
theme of "Automatic Savings:...The Space Age \'l~y to Save,•! The 
inventor, a local high school student, demonstrated the robot, 
"\'lhich could \'lalk, raise its hands, turn and t.lk. The \'las one 
~erformance a day, be51nning at noon an6 lasting 45 minutes. 
Ne"\•Tspaper, ra.d.io and. televisi-on publicity resulted from 
the promotion.. "The robot attracted considerable attention and 
drew· increased. customer· tra.f:Cic to the bank ,,rhich figured in 
many nei'l' ·.savincs accounts as "\·rell a f::1vorable :9ublicity for 
the banl~. 11 12 
One bank resolved a nroblem of hovr to celebro.te ·its 
centennial, in a community i'rhere two other banll.:s :had recently 
celebr2ted. theirs, \·lith a novel, publicity-stealinG a:!J:proach. 
0]). a vacant lot, the street on which the banl{ 1rras founded one 
hundred years earlier rras recreated. The fronts of the stores 
v.fere architecturally correct and bore the mmes that a!l~'eared 
11. Ibid, p. 650.· 
12. Gordon Cro"tr, '1Robot Helps to Promote Savinss Account, 11 
Bulletin:,. 45:498, July, 1960. 
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a century aso. The street '\'las complete: it had bon.rd"t-ralks, 
eas lam-:Js and s1mul3ted dirt roads. The stores \'/ere like mus-
eums containin3 many hundred-year old articles such as fire-
o.rms, je\'lelry, clothint; and hardvrare.':"T'.a~ interior of the 
old bank vas turnished as nearly as posoible vrith the s2me 
lr1·~d.sof furnishine;s that it had used in those early days ."13 
This duplicate of a one-h~ndred-year old street also ' 
become the focal meetinG point of special business groups. 
During these special meetin[5s the st:r>eet i·ras closed; other-
wise it was open day ~nd night to the public. And the public 
liked it, for more than 500,000 peo'})le visited the street 
durine; a three-month pel"iod. 
"The idea proved to be a success ••• the number of public-
ity stories including editorials end pictures reached a total 
of ninety-four st erie s. ul4 The climax of the effort came i'lhen 
the state histit9ical soci_ety a1·rarded the bank a prize for the 
gr·eate st historical cent ribution of the year, Hhich resulted 
in mo·re favorable ~Jublicity. The trouble vms that there \'Tas 
¥7 
no indication if business prc.keJ::upA'JJecause of the centennial 
and the publi~ity s~rrounding it. 
There is one ''fly in the o1nt1:1ent" in discussing this 
aspect of bEml: publicity-._ It is interjected by Geol"Ge Katona 
in the survey r.e conducted about banks "t-rith several hundred 
business executives of leadine; industrial firms. 11 \'lhen bus-
iness executives i·rere asked whether articles in magazines 
13• 11 Public Relations for Yo•Jr Banlc'; On. Ctt., P• 281. · 
14. Ibid. 
/ 
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or nHiSlJapersc::J.ve them information D.baut banks, nee;ative 
ansHers "~:rere at least as frequent as r)ositive ones."l5 l.Jlany 
of ~he executives qualified any approval of this typettf informa.:.. 
,.. 
tion: about a bank: "Yes, they help in a. v-ray; but it is not 
information on which I would rely too seriously ••• those stor~­
ies are. \vritten to.t;:tvE banl\:s a boost-so everythine; is in 
elmvins terms."l6 
So it seems \vith:ome ·oeoole the "gatelcee::)er concept" has 
o. boomerans effect. In defense of bank publicjty it must be 
said that the executives uere talkins about hov-r publicity 
affects their'~~a~~{~~ ~~st of the. 
bank publi~Y~c.J~~;b~~;~~iJ-t~+l\Z·iZ+n~r~llM~~-~med at the in-'.·:: 
dividual customer rathe.r than business corporations. 
Another aspect of })Ublicity that should not be overlook-
ed falls into the category Lerbinser describes as "providing 
information". As \·rill be shm-m, this is a ··!ublic relations 
activity that is unique to banks and b:c:nking. 
Jacq:J.in explains that since banks o.re essential economic 
function, their operations are of ereat local importance: in 
many communities they become the only source of financial 
informo.t ion. Often the ne1vs media come to the bank for inter-
pertation of financial news (especially nHtsnapers \vith no 
financial editor). The.·banlc c.·.en establish itself as the fin-
ancia.l leader in the community by always having someone to 
present the ne'\vs \vith a local flav~r. 17 
15. George Katona·; Business Looks at Banks, (AnnArbor: Univer-
sity of l,Iichisan :Press, 1957) P• 72. 
16. Ibid., p. 73. 
17. JacQnln in Ste~henson, On. Cit., P• 622. 
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The i'll:'iter goes on to explnin that, assuminG the banl{ 
hc..s e st2.blished it self as a source o:f economic in:fo:rmo.t ion, 
"it finds itself called on for help (providing information) 
b:;r many c;rou}IS \vhich 1 t m~ight othel"'\·rise never meet .ul8 It 
is advantageous for the b:~nk to become a "fountain of know-
ledse 11 for such orsanizations as school ·s:*stems, adult ed-
uc~tion grou: 3~ Voters lea(5ues, property ovrners and merchants. 
Some of the larger banlcs have adopted this function of 
providing information on a grand scale. For exaaple the First 
National City Iank, \vith rr..a.in offices in New Y~rk, ~lublishes 
a :•IonthlY Letter that iS packed with;economic and banking 
inform.stion. Of this- · letter Katona: says "the public.:.-
tion Has the most frequently referred to by name and, almost 
uniformly VTith B.l)proval or 11raise."19 Co!mlentin[5 on this 
type of publication, one businessman states 11 a c;ood news-
letter is often asso.ciateO.. \Ti th a higher type bank .u20 
Jordon Crouch, the current president of the Financial 
Public Relations Association, praised another such publication, 
"Your Illinois Banlcs ." Published by the Il:!.inoi s Bankers As soc-
iation in 1957, the booklet ims distributed to many schools 
throughout the state. It served as an 11 introductio!}. to the 
mo..ny services provided by our bankinG system" and ,,;as \vri tten 
to cleor \.lp some of the mysteries oi' banlcins operations and 
explain banks place in our economic system.21 As in most 
of the other exo.rn.,.~les of ::,ublicity, I ivas unable to find hew 
18. Ibid., p. 623. 
19 • Y.a. t ona; .Ql?.. C 1 t • , p • 74 • 
~0, .:tl::~ 
. II F c t II il" ~'t"'o-"'i ... r• 21. JorO..on J. Crouch, Developing uture us o:Jers, • .::. _.._..,., 
from }'ublic ?~elatirms,(Chicae.;o: F. P.R. A., 1958) p.12. 
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11 ~·rovid1nc infor~:w.tion" directly ad(ed to a ban::'s business. 
It lvill be remembered from Chapter 5 that stiaulatinG 
de sire Has one of Dr. Le rbin(5e r 's market ine; functions of 
-oublic relt.ions. "SupplementinG advertisinG" is the first 
subhead under that function. In bankin,s this does seeo to be 
a role for :-ublic relations as the follm·:ing i·rill indicate. 
One aut:~ol., clai:::ns thct there is a \'rides·~read tendency 
in b::>.nkinc; to place too much relaince on~dvertising. Advert-
isine; 1 s -nri:::nary function is sellinG goods and services but 
only up to a cert<)in point c~·n. it ::-.ell an institution or an 
industry. "Beyond thot -~·oir..t, the business or in<iustr~r r.1ust 
itself take UlJ the burden of C::.irect action in the cultivation 
ond :7lainten:mce of -,ublic gooclivill."22 Ti1is is 1vhere y:-ublic 
relations enters. 
Robert Lindquist ex~')re sse s the same thovr<:ht \'Then he 6 
urites th:::t advertisinG ·caves the i·ray for 11 ~1ersonal sellinG11 • 
In t:· is day if mass 'tanking services, advertisinG cannot 
take on the full reS')Onsibility for sellinG the large number 
of uros~ective users uho must be solicited throuch other, 
oore :pEr-sonal :neans.n23 Ac;ain, a place for :0ublic reaetions. 
Kantonc>. re:norts that rnany business executives had never 
seen any bc.nk advertisements i·rhiEtJ- othE:rs soid they C.ic~ not 
follm·r t:hem.24 In a r:1ore detailed discussion a substo.ntial 
proportion of executives aclmm·rledced th2.t they relieC. r.1o1 .. e 
22. Dunn, On Cit!', p.-~102. 
23. Lindquist, 0'J. Cit., p.129. 
24. Katona·, On Cit., p. 75. 
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r:.ore on ectivities tho.t '1:rere rel2ted to advertising, rather 
than the advertlsin6·1tselr. 25 
r.:ore s:1ecific.;:.:tlly Jacqmin stresses 1 in the lons run, 
aG.vertisins is effective iut1:etter public reloions only i'lhen 
. the basis fo c;ooci l;ublic i.~elations is already pres.ent ••• u26 
He soes on to say that 'l:rhen sooci public relations bolsters . -
advertising ••it i·Till carry the bank further in a shorter time 
tnan any other tool. 11 27 There are several examples that val-
idate this function of ·:;ublic relations. 
As a ·:'ublic relations venture, The First Ne,.,r Haven 
:~ational Bank of Hew Haven, Conn,, sponsored an outct9-n:::~ ... >: 
series of six televs~on proc;rams entitled "Yale F.e'ports. 11 
The pro~roms, follm-ring a. documentary-t,ype format, \'!ere pro-
duced by Yale University and the local television station, the 
fii'st sho"d ap:_:;earin~ at Christmas, 1959. 
The first program, "Christmas and Christ.:anity in a 
Shrinkins \'!orld 11 , traced the history of Christmas and ve..r-
ious ways it is observed as i'lell as misinterpreted since the 
birth of Christ. Other titles indicate the variety of the 
shous: ''Great l·1inds of the 18th Cantury," "The Vlondei."'S of 
nature' IIJ "Art <_Ilhrough the AGES' II and ' 11 DF~ma-the Living Tl).e-
ater.1128 
Profes::;ional al)preciation of the shoi·rs was expressed 
25. Ibid,, p. 76. 
26. Jacqmin in Stephenson, Q£. Cit., p.625. 
27. Ibid., p~ 626. 
28. Robert B. Ross, 11 Cu]tural TV Program Balances EaPJ': 1 ·s 
Retail Advertising," Bulletin·, 45:177, February, 1:-60. 
11 
when the ABC television net1vork, u~1on leo.rnine the avail-
ability of t~:1ese ~rograms, m8de arrangements to have the en-
tire series re-broadcast over their national fo.cilities. 
Also, the governments's Armed Forces Television Netvrork 
carried the series on its stqtions around the Horld. 
Harold VTelch, senior vice -president of the bank, says 
the ::·rograms had a dual purpose 11 1) to provide a public · 
service to thoughtful and discriminating television audiences, 
2) from a merc:ha.ndisinG !JOint of vievr, to provide a vehicle 
that 1·:ill reach the 11rest:t.ge market thereby helping to bal-
ance our other ~ror.1otion directed to the mass consumer 
market.u29 
State~Planters Bank of Commerce and Trusts, Richmond, 
Virsinia, sup:;Jlemented advertisinG" with public relo.tions in 
inauguratinc a neiv service called Thrift/Loan in 1958. The 
idea of buildins a savinc;s account as you re:9ay your loa.n, 
ny adC.ing small amount to the monthly payment, v~as ~r·e sented 
in ne1vspapers on radio, television, lobby diS}Jlays and plac-
ards. 
The big public relations activity·-i1as an education pro-
gram carried on to inform the bank staff of the ·nevr service 
and hm·r they could benefit the b::1nk and themselves by selling 
Thrift/Loan to all prospective borrmrers. A contest of the 
loan personnel i'ras run alone vrith an extensive :::;ublicity 
cam~aign in the house organ. As the public relations manager 
said: " The promotion was considered- s real success with the 
29. Ibid. 
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quota being exceeded."30 
"Honey is Greener in Grandview" vras the theme of a cam-
paisn of the Grandviei·T Bank of Grand'vie-.., l-lissouri, in vrhich 
public relations supplemented advertisinc· The campaign was 
advertised by redio, billboards, neHspapersJauto bumper tags,~ 
and the idea caught the imagination of the local merchants 
Hho tied in i·rith it. 
A contest was started in i·Thich sar:1~;le s of foldins ooney 
foro Q-randviei'l ·N·ere Given for he best reasons "S"hy 11 Things 
are Greener in Grandviei'l."1f l·Iuch publicity 1·ras recei ve<i dur-
ins the entire campaign from nearby Kansas City, i1hich re-
sulted in m~ch unsolicited word-of-mouth advertising. The 
campaign was a success for the bank as evidenced from the in-
creased traffic in the bank.3l From these e~ar:1ples there is 
reason to be beliveve that -~~ublic relations can be used to 
profitably sup··,lement advertising. 
'The se~ond part of stilllule.ting ;:lesire is "rasiing the 
level of aspiration." ~.vhether they l-c1ovt it or not, banl:s are 
actively ensaging in this public relations function at the 
present time·. All over the ·country banlcs a,re promotinG boat-
ing and the modern c once~)t of" Oi·ming a boat 11 (and mot or,~ 
trailer, and aocesor;tes, too): In faot,.two pa5es of every 
Bulletin are devoted to examples of ~::>oat loans ads. 
30. Virginia 0. Valentine, ''Competit:tor. Stim\).lates Thrift/Loan 
Sales," Bulletin·, 45:263, April, 1960~ 
31. 11 l5anlc;turns campaie;n into commun:lty-i'lide promotion," 
Frinter's Ink, 266:72, February 20, 1959. 
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Ban1;;:ing, along \'lith most merchant~,. recqgnize this as 
an areo. in \•rhich the nublic ca.n be csonvinced they need to 
nake "!)urchasers to really get the most from 11 modern livinc." 
It means more buoiness for banl{S in loaning the funds to the 
lJUblic for such l'Urchase s. This, vre find bankers inextricably 
involved in the pre sent ''boating cr~,ze". 
The Industrial State Banlr of .Ke.lamazoo, :uchigan, real-
ized the :;otiential of the vastly increasing industry and, 
to tal::E advantage of it in their are,a, the bank sponsored a 
boat shm:r in its parking lot. The program was initiated by 
uniting all the local dealers who acreed to bring boats to 
exhibit. 
The ~'ublic relations staff hanc,led all t?1e details, \·lhich 
included ~;remotion in all tl1e media as i'lell as coo~Jeration 
~\ from neit:..hboring merChC).t s. The shm-1 ran for three days and it 
vras reported to hc.ve been the "biggest and best boat shm'l 
ever held in I-lichigan outside the Detroit area. 11 32 Dealers 
made on-the-s:1ot sales and throughout the remainder of the :_· ·._ 
year sales \·rere trace<lble to.the contacts made at the shm'l. 
N.?.tur~lly the bank received. benefits form the shm'l. 
As one official said, "the Sl"JOnsorship of a boat shm·r by our 
bank has placed our instalment loan field men in <.1 favored 
position vrith boat dealers and \•Te are getting a· hi[5h per-
centage of the,area boat financing deals from dealers i·Tith 
32. Ibid. 
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some dealers givinc us 100% of their paperp. 11 33 Also direct 
f:tnancins h8.s developed from the~sl;;l.o·l.,. Industrial State :Sank 
is so enthusi::1stic about the shm'i that it encourages other 
banks i·rith Financial l'ublic Relations Association members to 
enc;age in such activities-and other 'ban2.cs are doing just that. 
The Chicae;o Nation3.l Bank hc.s its m·m boat shaH in the 
bnalc lobby that is run in conjunction '\·lith the ann\l~l Chice;go 
Soat· Show.34 The Summit Trust Coo~-:;.::.ny uas the host of an 
eleven day boat shaH Dt it'S main and branch offices during 
the spring of 1960.35 The Bank of i:J·evada ran a II Join the' 
Kevada Navy 11 promotion in cooper-:::tion. \<Tith~ state-iilde 'Qoat. 
dealers.36 The ~e-nublic National Ean:k of Dallas, Texas, tool>: 
an active ~)art in the Southi·Test Bos.t ShO'if' S})Onsoring a 
\vater spectacular GS ivell as a large booth on the floor.37 
In each case the emphasis i·ras on 11 raising the level of as-
lJiration11 of the public so they wanted a.boat for up-to-date 
living-it does benefit the bank. 
In this cha·pter Has covered tvro more parts of the 
-33. Ibid. 
34. Guy U. Steagall, "Boat Display, 11 Bulletin, 45:305, . 
A·,")ril, 1960. 
35. Alfred Ely, Jr., "Consider Making Boat Shmr an Annual 
.t.Sfair, 11 Bulletin& 45:327 11ay, 1960. 
36. 11 Boat loan Program Launches ·•nevada Navy 1 ', 11 Bulletin, 
45:592, September 1960. 
37. 11 Republic National Bank of Dalla.s I'romotes Financing for 
Buyers of Boats, 11 The.American Eanke:r_, Harch 22, 1961. 
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11 po.ttern11 ; ,:-iublicity or 11 -;:•rovidin(S informatir:m11 and stim-
ul~t inc cle sire. Under the publicity funct1~n public rele.t ions 
cc.n bre::;l:: dm·m t::-:.e ant:aGon1smli of the public tmvard a bank 
o.r::cl/or --:·rovide basic economic or banking infonation. Hovr-
ever, there are fe1·r exar:I_:!les of how this public.: relations 
!J.Ctivity adds to a bank1s business. 
Under "stimulatinG desire" there arE two subheads: .: '-~. 
8U!'J"lementing advertisin~ ra.ising the level of aspiration. 
As shm·m by the examples,. this is a function that banks can 
use profitably. 
CHAPTER 10 
l·IORE J{FITTING THE 1TATTERN"-·THIRD PART 
The fifth nart of public relations marketing function 
is ''inducing the willingness to spend." Derived from Lerb-
inger, it will be remembered the public relations man "seeks 
to bring about those events wh~~h will remove the causes of 
hesitation in buying."l 
Robert Lindquist gives us a hint of the importance of 
this function to banking, "banks, whose existence and future 
depend on the Americ~m system of free ,•·competitive enter-rrise1 
.believe in competition and captialism as i'rholesome and stim-
ulating."2 It would seem then, that this would be a logical 
function for l:a,nking public relations. 
This thought is projected by Cutlip and Center, " ••• as 
to the public relations objectves, one that is cited often 
by bankers is the use of communicatiJns to relp preserve the 
free enterprise system."3 Hmvever, \vhen seekine; examples to 
validate this function, there are not many to be found. 
The Bank of Nutley, Ne1v Jersey, had an unusual nine-
week course that was designed to show adults of the local 
area the value of the American economic system and where 
the banl{: fitted in. It is felt the course was successful in 
creating a sreater apTJreciation of the free enterprise system 
as well as the role of the banks.4 
1. See Chapter 5 
2. Robert Li ndqu 1st, The Bank ~ lli~ :t·ubli c s, (!·~e'\·l York: 
Harper & Brothers, 195bT p. 212. 
3. S.M. CutliP and H.H.Center, Effective 
(1-~ew Yorl{:: J:rent1ce-Hall, Inc., lS'S)) : • 
:·utl1c ?.E2.'1.ti ~:.,., 
-· ,..... ,~ 
;."::;. 
2 
The Detroit Trust Company, as a public relations ges-
ture, sponsored a series of radio fc,rums lmovm as the Woman 1's 
Tmvn meeting to -:•rovide women, (and others interested) with 
an insight into free enterprise economics.5 The California 
Banke:::·s Association undertook to educste itself in the econ.:. 
omic education programs of others as a preface to sponsoring 
one on i t.s own ·behalf. 6 
The Fidelity Union Trust Company of Newark, New Jersey, 
tried a different v.ray to "induce the: willingness to s~~end" in 
a way to benefit itself. It sent out an antiounpement to its 
stookholders, calling attention to the fact that capital 
must be saved and invested in unprec:endented amounts if Amer-
ica is to "spur economic grmvth and avoid financial erosiop. 
through ruhaway inflation."7 
These examples are mea5er compared \'lith what industry 
has been doing a1bng the same lines (see Chapter 5). Rather 
than l::;ush the American free enterprtse system, banks are more 
concerned with expressing their part in that system. Bank-
ing should realize that during times of an economic hard-
ship, such as a recession, Americans need to be assured and 
reassured about the benefits of our system to have confidence 
in it. Such promotinns, in the long run, do helr banks. Here 
4. "Bank Of Nutley S~Jonsors 9 ~I"Teek Course to ''Teach Adults 
.Easic Economics," The American Bank~, March 22, 1961. 
5. Cutlip and Center, On. Cit., p. 328. 
6. Ibid. 
7. "St.;_;.oclmolders Informe<i on Savinc;s r-ronotion, II Bulletin, 
45:591, Se~tember, 1960. 
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is an area ripe for public relations. 
The sixth and last part of the pattern of rublic rela~ 
ions'' m0rketine; function is that of providinp: assur8nce. 
For industrial public relations this was a big job, but only 
one of the subheads re J@.lly is sui tctble for banking. 
The subhead of "assurine; the quality and '''good taste''' 
of a product does not f,;_it \·rith bankine; since a product, in 
the sense referred to in Chapter 6, is not eV-ent in banking. 
For the same re3son "re1·rardine; one 1 B friends" does not per-
ta:n to banki~g. 
"Saving the consumer time :;nd money" could be related 
to banking since the element of customer service is invol-
ved. Hov1ever, this _ more apC~ropric:ttely falls under the sub-
head "merchantizing 11 • l-1erchantizing,as explained in Chapter 6, 
is "sup;::Jlying the humanizing link b(::tvreen the manufacturer 
and the consumer" or, in t:.-e case o:f banks, the human ele-
ment in the contact bet1..,reen the institution and the individ-
ual customer. It is here that bank pubJic relations has been 
the ::1ost active. 
There two things to be considered in merchantizing. for 
a bank: the treatment or the way people are greeted by the 
bank and. the facilities and serivces offered b~r the bank.8 
oJ 
Public relations has a definite rol1: in both of t.hese sub-
heads. 
Under the first heading John L. Chapman, at a symposiu:n 
of officers of the Financial Public Relations Association in 
4 
1959, gave a hint at the im~ortance of good customer treat-
ment. He claimed that the "corporate image" is the result of 
at:itudes of various publ:l..cs toward the bank and its employees. 
According to Chapman, improving this :tmage means treating the 
customers and prospects with respect.9 
L:l..nO.qu:tst i'lrites that banks deal :tn :tntangibles: they 
serve people and are judged ny the v1ay they serve. Banks 
ma:·~e no :.)rofit fr"m an ~ening transaction, as most other 
businesses do, but r·ather it costs the bank to -r>ut an account 
on the books. "Profit comes only through the continuing pat-
ronage of the cust0mer, 0-U.Etl:::::t-fre ·c ._.nt i L'l.-
~ee6-0f....:t.r...e vC 1 Hrt.•e+i~, and he stays only as long 
as:he is pleased and we.ll served." 1° From lindquist is as-
cert·1:tned the v!ay that @ood service can and should add pro-
fit to a banlc-it is an indirect rather than a direct method. 
But Hhat kind. of treatment exemplifies 11 gooP., service"? 
The y;ublic relations staff of a Delavrare bank tells the banl{-
ingJ;taff "malce the customer feel he is a v1elcome guest in 
our office; \'le are not doing him a favor by serving him-he 
is doinE us a favor by giving us the opportunity to do so, 
and appreciation of his ~atronage should. be expressed by words 
and manner.ull 
8. Ideas adapted from Public Relations for Your Bank, 
(New York: American Institute of Banking;-19S6) pp. 319-320. 
9. John L. Chapman, "Selling Services," in Four Fields of 
Iublic Relations,(Chicago: Financial Publ:l..c ~lations Assoc., 
1959 ~ p. 11. 
10. Lindquist, On. C:tt., p. 13. 
11.: Tljomas L. Payne, 11 The Ini t :tal Interview, 11 Eullet in, -
46:49, December, 1960. 
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And such treatment does pay off. As one business ex-
ecutive stated "it certainly malces for a favorable attitude 
when the banker seems to talce a real interest in your bus-
iness ••• a human sort of touch that makes you feel they are 
in it \·lith your and care vrhat happens •12 The 11 favorable 
attitude'' mentioned is \'That means more business for the bnak. 
But \vhere does -~·ublic r'elations fit into the picture? 
Again Lindquist l1rovides us \vith an ans\'ler, 11 the b::Jsis of 
all bank relationships is a human contact between two in-
dividuals, one serving the bank and the other seeking the 
bank's service {~herefore) the first concern of public rel-
at i ens must be with the people who provide this service ."13 
The personnel denartinent or.staff of any'bank'.ltTould,~·:.'-~.< 
become 11 irritated" of a public relations man came in and 
started to instruct the employees in ''frienaly and courteous 
service." This is a responsibility of personnel and, ,from 
my experience, they guo.rd it jealously. HovTever, assthe 
following will illustrate, they can work together for the 
better;:1ent of the bank. 
The personnel and ~ubl~c relations staffs of the Victoria 
:National Bank, Victoria, Texas, issured a brochure to ac-
quaint employees with the personnel policies of the bank. 
"The booklet explains goals of the bank; to be un"?aralleled 
in genuine friendliness: to see that employees have pleasant 
12. George Katona, Busines~ Loo}cs At Banks, (Ann Arbor: 'Jn1ver-
sity of Michigan Press, 1951) p. 35. 
13. Lindquist, QQ. Cit., p. 20. 
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\·lorld.ng conC:itions; ;to earn a fair ro.te of return for stock-
holders; and to be e;ood citizens.ul4 The banl<: president 
reports good acc~ptance of the booklet by officers and em-
ployees but it was too early to see any significant results 
from it. 
Public relations should ahmys ce concerned with human 
relations, but in banks this is a coordinating practise more 
than anything else. For exar.1ple the Continental Illinois 
JO\ 
National Bank and Tru.st Company/of Chicago had its public 
relations staff combine ·With .other departments to produce a 
series of four employee-training firms.l5 
'' 
Another example of such coordination is behind .the doc-
UI:lent.11Statement of Personnel Policy 11 distributed to staff 
' ' . 
mem~ers by the American :::·~aticmal Bank and Trust Coml)a.ny of 
Chicago. The folder explains the bank's personnel policies 
and hovl they pertain to the individual em~)loyee. It is geared 
to upgrading em})loyee-mora·le as well as giving the staff more 
pride in their work.16 
The American Trust Company of San Francisco is coo~)era­
tion \vith the personnel and ~iublic relations depart'l:lents, h.ss 
an employee educat 1 on program once every tvro years. The eli-
max of the program is a quiz given to any employee who feels 
he needs or wants it. "The information needed to complete 
14. 11 Em~)loyee Handboolc, 11 Bulletin, 45:504, July, 1960. 
15. Robert !.indquist, 11 Public R.elati·:ms for Financial Instit-
utions·~" in~ Lesly's Public Helations Handbook, (Nei·r York: 
Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1950) p. 306. 
16. Georse H. Dempesy, 11 Personnel Policy Folder," Bulletin, 
45;196, !:'!arch, 1960. 
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t':~~, ,:uiz is of the ty~·e that w 0uld enable an em1;loyee to be 
fri"·ndlier a,nd do a 'better selling jo'b. 11 17 
Banks hove successfully used Dale Carnegie courses, 
modeling schools, Dr. George lv. Crane.'·s 11 Compliment Club" 
and a variety of other tools to train employees in good cus-
tomer reJations. 18 Several batlks hnve their public relati·tJns 
staff publish. house or(3ans which "ha.ve been effective in en-
hancing and improving customer relations."l9 This is all 
part of public relations'· job of seeing that customers are 
treated we:l by the bank. 
d J 
The second-part of bank 11 merchan_;t'izing 11 is concerned 
with the facilities and services of the bank. Lindquist says 
"it is not enough to just give good service ••• the service 
must be broad enoue;h to meet adequately the needs of the 
customer ••• good public relations requires that attention he 
given this area of oust omer service • 11 20 
· ~-.· Another·vrriter explains the ursency bf this function: 
Other ban~s and other financial agencies are 
com·:,etinc ac;gressively for customers. This problem 
is beconinG increasinGlY sensitive in our modern 
S:)ciety, e:x:Derience he.s shown that unless a bank 
bank provides the se1~ices needed to satisfy ~ublic 
demands, some other o::rga~lzation all too :readily 
assumes the bank 1 ~ role. 
This shOi-rs the need for adequate service , if only for the 
17. Ralph Jacqmin, "Banking," in Stephenson's Handbool~ of 
Public F~elations,(Ne':T York: !>-fcGraw-Hill, Co., 1960) p. bl7 • 
. 18. Ibid. 
19. Lindquist in Lesly, QQ. Cit~ 
20. Lindquist, ~· Cit., pp. 61-62. 
2.1. Public Relations for Your Bank, (New Y0rl~: American I~stitute of Banking, 1956)-p7 325. ----
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negative reason that some other instiution will take business 
m·;ay from you. 
Ralph Jacqmin explains the. responsibility :9ublic relati')ns 
hos. He claims that development of new services is an import-
rv._,tio"' 
antAof :)ublic relations. "This entails being alert to changes 
in·the public's needs and being continually ai··Tare of new de-. 
velopments ." 22 According to Jacq.min this field be1ongs to 
the .,..,ublic relations director because ''of all the bank's 
officers, he is the most exposed to the nublic and also the 
least confined to traditionol methodology." 23 
There are some rather interesting examples of sel:'Vices ·~ 
that hc:.ve been developed by public relations. One of these that 
has been, throue;h the years, of importance to public relations 
is school savings prosrams. They were developed because it 
was felt (and lGter proved true) that school savings creates 
'=' f9vorable ir~w.ge ofihe,i'sp.)nsorinc bank. It helped dispel the 
the rnisconce:9tion that banl:s al~e for the classes and not the 
masses. As for as business ~)otential, "sponsoring banks report 
a lar5e percentage of students maintaining their relatiorrship:: 
after they become ad.ults." 24 In adcition, a high ~er·centnge 
of teachers and parents participate in the savings program. 
According to the author, ~ublic relations had a great hand in 
developing the service. 25 
0 
22. Jacqmin in Stephenson, QQ. Cit., p. 619. 
23. Ibid. 
24. J. Stader Richardson, "School SavinGs Programs, •• Eulletin, 
45:184, February, 1960. 
25. Ibid. 
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A unique ne\·T service '\'Tt;%S started last spring by the 
First Nati~n3l Ba~~ in Fort Lauderdale, Flord.1a, as a ~ublic 
relations gesture. The "Sunliner", a battery-cS.riven, six pass-
enger "ersonnel carrier, pic~~s up cusotmers on the fo.r reaches 
of the "(:'larking lot, d.ri ve s them to the bank and then ret urns 
them to the parkine; area \1hen the transaction is cor:::r;.leted. 
According ~o bank ~resident, C~L. Pierce, favorable customer 
co;·:~ments h:..1.ve been received and other area banks :Dlan to copy 
the service. 2 6 
The :r2.shua Trust Coml-:;any of l~a.shua, Nev1 Ha.m')Shire, re8.liz-
ed t::e 1mc;ortance of extrs customer service. F:very yeo.r cS.urinc 
:-::arch the bank ::->rovide s for auto resist ration to take ~:;lace in 
the lobby. Tuesday anc T:::wrsC.ay ..::.ur~:.1c; t:ne month the public 
is inviteO.,- via rodio an6. ne1-rspa:-::er advertise:nent, to enjoy 
this extra convenience. 
In 1960 over 7,500 B.uto l"'ecistroti"'ns were issued. "So:ne 
of these :;:-eo'•le were exist:!.ne; ban}:: customers, of cou:se, and 
some h2.6. never be en in t:C1e bank be fore ••• but .z.ll vre re ~- ros-
The service ,..rG.s vvell received and today the banx considErs 
it one of the :-nost im'~'Ol"'to..nt as1_;ects of b.e public :celatinns 
:;rogre.:::J.. It is an ~xamr·le of hml a ·9ublic relations venture 
"Can d.o a c;ood. turn for t~.e community and chapge pros)ects into 
custo:ners." 23 
26. Uillia::n B. Lennan, 11 Trans"IJort Cust orne rs from Farki YJI3 Lot, 11 
Bulletin, 45:313, April, 1960. 
27. Robert J. Cross, "Auto R~cristretion Service Offered," 
Bulletj.n, 45:328, I'Iay, 1960. 
28. Ibid. 
?erha:cs the :nost unusual service initiated by ~·ublic 
rsl3t1cns is ~he one offered.by The Fidelity-?hiladelrhin 
Trust Co:n;x1.ny. The bun:':(, determined to keep abreast of the 
10 
11 jet age 11 , prC'vid.e s 11 b::>nlci ng-by-plune 11 to ace omoC:.ate business 
and industrial fi r:ns, as ·He 11 as flyint; enthusiasts, located 
in the outlyins sections of the Greater Delaware Valley. 
'i'he neH 11 f.Ly-in11 Eanlc ,service operates throue;h its br·unch 
1ocated ~lt tJ:J.e south end of the .PhiladElphia Internati')nal 
Air9ort. The banlc feels it is keeping u:p ui th t::.e eve r-chane.:;-
ing needs of its customers. 29 
This chr)e..ter has considered the last tvro ~nrts of the 
11 ~attern", inducinr: the wil1inp:ness to s:~end ?.:nq providi~g 
as~urance. In the first of these, oublic relations definitely 
has a role, but at the ~resent there has been little done in 
this area. 
Under the ''providing assurance'' function, the first three 
subheads (quality and "good t:::t ste 11 , revtardi ng friends, c..nd 
sqving consumer ti~e) are not actu~lly related because of the 
ab.sense of e, tangible :~reduct. Hm-rever, in the :.1ercl-:.0':1tizing 
function, ~"uclic relatiC~ns more than m.:J.lces up fo:c ·..rr!~~t it does 
not do in the first three '"'arts. Specifically, ·:·~JbJic r.::lo.tions 
is res~:onsible:.for 1) how the customer is treB.ted. onC. 2) v1h:;t 
services ai'e offered to the customer. Exam)Jles inC:icate :C.o-;.; 
profitableihis can be for the bank. 
29. ''Nm·r Its Banking by Plane," Bulletir._, 45:656, October, 1960. 
·cHAPTER 11 
THE MIDDLESEX COUNTY NATIONAL BANK-A ERIEF CASE STUDY 
After choosing a particular field, the next logical 
step is to make an analysis of one particluar company in 
that field. The Middlesex County National Bank was chosen 
for three reasons: 1} the bank has become aware of the val-
ue of public· relations recently and is very much concerned 
with it presently, 2} the bank is s.mall enough so that it 
is not too cumbersome for a one.-man analysis of their pro-
gram, 3) the l?ank previously has cooperated with Boston 
-H.es(... 
University in such studies. AllAcharacteri~stics proved val-
uab+e in the analysis. 
The Middlesex County National Bank was founded during 
the Civil \'la:t:". ·A relatively small bank,. its fourteen branch 
offices today serve t~e outlying towns in the Greater Boston 
area. Until June;:_l961, there was no one person responsible: 
for the bank's public relations. Sev-era:l~men engaged in pub-
lic relations activit1es~when,other duties were not too 
pressing. However, in June a ma:n was hired as "director of 
public relations and advertising," the first t'lme in the 
bank's long history that~someone was hired to specifically 
handle these functions • 
In getting information about the bank I relied entirely 
on interviews with Mr •. Donald Marsden, the new public rela-
~. '' 
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tiona and advertising director and Mr. Donald Gray, assist-
ant to the president. The 1nterv1eW3 revolved around how public 
relations' marketing functions (the "pattern") were being 
utilized .by the·:Middlesex County National Bank. Both men 
. ' 
were very cooperative and gave much pertinent information •. 
The nolicy•making function £! nublic relations At the 
present time Middlesex County.National Bank (hereafter re-
ferred tb as M.C.N.E.) does not utilize thi~ function at all. 
Policy is handed down to the public relations man who then 
tnust carry 1t out.· Mr. Marsden. exprtessed hope that as his 
work became m9re "appreciated" by top management, he would 
gain their confidence and be consulted on top-policy matters • 
. He also expressed the thought that effective banking public 
relations needs "enthusiast1,c banking of top.management, 
otherwise it is no good." 
As fQ.r as coordinati~·n4publ1c relations 
ji and advertising, 
there is no problem at M.C.N.B. since Mr. Marsden is direct-· 
or of both. However, before I·1r. Marsden's arrival there were 
"hit-or-miss" programs for both public relations and advert-
ising. There was no clear-cut responsibility of who did what, 
and no effort was made to.coordinate them. As a result, time, 
effort and mor.~.ey were expended .. with a minimun of results. 
According to Mr. Marsden, there is a ~reat.need for pub-
,. 
lie relations to be coordinated with other activities of the 
bank. He gave the example of a hypothetical bank promoting 
3 
home improvement loans through a coordinated public relat-
ions and advertising program. As a result of the .. Promotion 
many prospects come i~to the .bank to apply for.the loans. 
But what if the staff was not trained to handle the business 
from the promqtion? 
The result might be ill-w411 rather than more business. 
Maybe people wquld be turned down without sufficient reason 
give~them~ or, if the loans were granted, perhaps the treat-
ment given the borrowers would make them think twice before 
doing business with the ·bank ~~ain. This is a pertinent 
illustration of the need to coordinate. public relat1ons with 
f other aspects of the bank. It ~11 reverts to having public 
relations ·in a policy-making position. 
The institutional advertising function of nublic rela._ '. ·:~, 
tiona As brought out in Chapter 8, there seems to be a bas-
ic discrepancy in industry:'s and banking's definitions of 
institutional advertising. The difference is worth 'our att-
ention because, under industry's usage, institutional ad-
vertising is primartly. a public relations responsibility. 
In banking however, this would be untrue since it is only 
one degree· removed from product or service advertising. 
l"'l~CN.B. has been doing little advertis-ing at all. \'lhat 
little has been done is not on the ~institutional" theme, 
but rather selling a specific service. l~rsden maintains 
that for a bank doing as litt·le advertising as the M.C.N.B.1 
it is unwis~ for. them. to engage in any otherl. type of ad-
vert.1sing. 
Going on further l•Iarsden said that all banking advert-
ising is ins~itutional (which coincides with the statements 
in Chapter 8). Institutional advertising as defined by in-
dustry is more of the nature of ·11 public service 11 advertising. 
According to l~rsden, banks should not have any advertising 
that does not sell something about the bank. His opinion 
seems tocorrespond with others in the banking field.· 
The uublicity £.!: "providing information11 function of 
nublic relations . The value of ~1ublicity has never been 
1'\C'I'er 
fully 'utilized by M.C.N~B. The bank hasAdone it on a contin-
uing basis. If someone 'ln the bank had an idea for a news 
release, he \vrote tit up and a~ranged ~ o have it printed in 
·Some of the local media. that was the extent of the publicity 
organization. 
Both r~~arsden and Gray recognize the value of publicity 
and the need to keep M.C .N .B. in the public eye. i'/1 th Mars-
den at work, the. bank plans to keep up a regular publicity 
schedule, including everything from releases on new employees. 
to feature stories on some unusual aspects of M.C.N.B~ 
O;rr= avenue of p~motion that Marsden is particularJ,:y 
interested in ex.ploiting is that of being a source of ·econ-
omic and finanicial information{ror the communities the bank 
serves •. He envisa(5es the bank sponsoring a modest financial 
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letter or bl,lllet1n:1; or even an informal community forum on 
economic and financial affairs. Women are the family's barut-
fH'I)jro~~ 
ers in most oases and theseAoould be ···· excellent vehicles·· 
to reach them. 
More ambitious prpjects along this line are "house-
hold" clinics helfl at regular periods to give helpful hints 
to wives on J.:.:nf best way to get themost from their house-
"' 
hold budget. It is· doubt~ul whether M.C .N~B. will engage in 
;.~-
such an activit-Y as this for some time. Ho\'tever, it is·hoped 
~ .. :1 
that the bank wilJ start some :of these activities for "peo-
i 
ple should thtnl.t ·of banks as important sources of economic 
information and that would be the purpose of such activities." 
It is interesting to ~ee that both intervie\'lees have 
a relatively high regard_for publicity. This is a change form 
the times when banks chose to remain aloof from such 11 mun-
dane" activities. 
The nublic relations function of stimulating desire-
the first subhead of 11 supplementing advert i sing 11 Marsden 
reiterated that it is easier to sell a product than a ser-
vice for the simple reason that the customer can be shown the 
~reduct and be given facts about what its size, appearance, 
performance and price. \'Then selling a servioeJ the\ way a cus-
tomer is treated becomes the most important thing. This is 
where public relations steps in the picture • 
. l~rsden realizes that advertislng can on~y help bring 
6 
customers to the bank. Public relations activities should 
be of the calj;ber. ·that they make the customer want~ to 
come to the bank and, once there, to continue to return for 
. ., 
the bank's services. At the· present time M.C.N.B. is in the 
position where it can supplement advertising only by stressing 
frien.dly, courteou~ service. Ho\'rever, both men optimistically 
expressed thoughts that, in the future, the bank, under 
supervision of the ~ublic relations department, would engage 
in actiVities similar to those discQssed in Chapter 9. 
The second subhead of "raising U level of aspiration" 
iVhen considering· ;this function banks are .in an unusual, ,., ..... ·-. .... 
almost· hypocritical, position •. Banks would not say they are 
seeking to "raise the level of aspiration" or increasing 
"conspicious .cons@tion" bpt merely "expl<>i.tlng all the ave-
nues of loaning money." Yet, at the same time banks condemn 
the 11 easy credit" type of living that has suddenly taken:. 
hold in the United States, they are extending the very cred1 t 
they condemn. 
For example, the M.C.N.B. did have a booth at the local 
boat show this past spt'ing as a public relations gesture. 
Exactly what instalment loans developed from the promotion 
is difficult to say.· However, the !'Oint is that here is an 
instance where banks are making profit from a fSystem of 
finance that 1s undesireable to J,em. Yet, as Mr. Gray ex-
plained, 1f banks did not do this, some other institution 
would assume this .function and· banks would go out of bus~,, 
iness. Ignoring the moral implications, he~e is positive 
proof that public relations has a place in the bank's bus-
iness. 
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The nublic relations function of "inducinp::the willing-
l1§..§.~ to snend'~ Here again is a function ih_ vThiah both men 
would like the M.C.N.B. to be active. Some of the officers 
have given talks to local groups. (men's clubs, business ga~h­
erings, ·etc.) and at school commencements. The talks have 
' ~' . 
coincided wth the tone:: of the economic atmosphere of the 
moment. In times of .. inflation the speakers have ~rarned · ~-
' ,. . 
against unnecessary .borr9wing ,and spendigg. During recess-
ions the emphasis "vras on' .. the neccessity of investment for:. 
future economic growth. 
The talks seEm to be an excellent example of this public 
relations function. However, theFe is 'no real system (such 
as a speaker's bureau) to inform groups of the availability 
of the banz officers. Rather the program must depend. on v1ord.-
of-mouth advertising vrhich, for something as worthwhile as 
this function, is sadly inappropriate •. 
111.§.. nublic relations function ''providing assurance"-the 
subhead of 11 m::rcha~izing" Historically the bank has been 
grounded in the_ .personal treatment of individual custo~aers. 
But since banking h3s become a .. mass" service, provided for 
everyone's use, it has become necessary to install many· 
mechnical devices to speed up the transactions. The result 
has been a\'lay from the personal touch long associated with 
banks. 
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1-lr. Gray .made the point that most banks talk about 
putting the personal touch back in banking. It is seen as a 
public relations function primarily. However, for the great 
majority o: banks the concept is in the verbal. stage only. 
The 1v!.C.N.E •. , through its house organ1 implores its staff to 
·serve the oust omers courteo~y as well as efficiently. At 
the annual employee's banquet the same thought ts always 
expresse'\~Y th.;.}president: in~·: his after-dinner speech. Both 
men re~ize it is an important· for M.C.N.B. public relations 
but this is as far as it has gone. 
1-1r. Marsden J.ex.pJa1}'\~d · ·_ :-:: t·a.at one public relations 
responsibility is to find out what people want from a bank 
and then finding ways of giving them those services. Polk.' s 
provides what actually is a combination survey and sales 
call. The company comes into an area, selects women who are 
trained to go around to homes in the neighborhood talking 
about the sponsoring bank and asking questions about what 
peo;>le want from banking. This is one way ''public relations 
keeps on the pulse and feeling of the public." 
One such surv_ey indicated that people ·wanted to rove 
more ease_in getting an extension on installment loans so 
they could use that money for vacations, Christmas or vthat 
ever. As a result the bank initiated loans with a "skip a 
month"·· feature in repayment. In this way a borrcwe r could, 
after a period of time; delay repay!ng his loan for one or 
tv1o months. In turn1 this macle the loans· more attractive and 
the customers that much more happy. 
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Another example of a public relations innovation was 
that of giving a 5% rebate to those customers who had a per-
fect record in paying.back their loan. This was the result 
of a survey that indicated people wanted or needed -some sort 
of inducement for ·prompt pay-back. Both Gray and l•Iarsden 
hoped that eventually !>1.C.N.B. could take advantage of the.n 
function, as the .bank<1s···doing nothing in this area. at the 
moment. 
This chanter has been devoted to a brief case. study of 
the l-liddlesex County National Bank. The purpose was to see 
the practicality ·or t~eJmarketing functions of public re-
lations when related to banking. 
Although :~ublic relations presently· is not on a policy;.. 
making level at M.C.N.B., the person~el connected with it 
ap~reciate its importance there anu ~ope to raise it to that 
level. Instiutisnal advertising is thought of only as being 
a degree removed from product advertising, so public relations 
o~portunities seem dim here. 
Publicity, and 11 providlng informatirm11 , although not 
done on a regular basis now, will be done so in the future. 
So will 11 suppU.ement ing advert ising", an important function 
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of public relations. In "raising the level of aspiration" 
banks are in the unusual position of living by a system they 
condemn. 
-~I "Mercha~i~ing", as suspected, is an importnet part of 
banking and,·public rela1ons does have a job. However, 
for most banks, including the M.C.N.B., t.his is in the verb-
al rather tlian the active stage at the present· • 
. , 
CHAPTER 12 
·. . 
SUl~Y AND CONCLUSIONS 
As nubJic relations pas grown so has an increasing 
a\·;areness that there is a definite relationship between pub-
. r,;.\ ... ~, ~··-. ··~ 
lic"and marlteting. This is: evident by numerous articles that 
have been scattered· around in as:, many books and perioaicals. 
However, unt11 now no over all view had·been taken that is 
a consensus of the previous· .mate rial written on the subject. 
I r\ ), I 
In. this thesis all the recent material in the area of rJJe?t... ~ !::>.e. 
. , . 
public relations and marketing ):la.s been brought together. i ,J·n) .. '' 
The idea being to find how public relations can help a com-
pany's .business by "increasing. the flow of goods to consum-
ers." Public relations needs to stake its claim for recogni-
tion in this area or its future as a marketing tool is limit-
ed. 
From the literature six marketing functions of public 
relations have been estahlished •. These are functions public 
relations can perform better than any. other endeavor. The 
illustrations show that, in most instances, they do lead tb 
more business and more profit for the company utilizing them • 
. 
To test the six functions, banking was·taken as an ex-
ample; the idea being to see how this industry has utilized 
the six functions. It wa.s further refined by taking one bank,·· 
The ~1ddlesex County National Bank, and discovering how a 
particular bank can use the functions. The result is a 
2 
clearer idea of the real potential of the six functions. 
Policy-makine; There are many advocates of this function 1 
for the simple reason public relatiGns represents the company 
to the public an'l\ the public to the company. Public relations 
gradually has been gaining a seat at.the decision-making 
table through top management becoming aware of the import-
ance of nublic opinion to their business. The pub1ic relations 
man is the one officer in the company that is most closely 
attuned to public opinion. 
Part of this function is to help and advise other seg-
ments of the business. This is especially true for the sales 
and a.dvertising departm~nts which, by their very nature, have 
public relations ~mplications. 
In banking, ··:::,~.:·~ there are found many advocates of the 
policy-mal~ing function of public relations. However, when 
validating the function with specific examples, it was evi-
dent' that there are few to indicate that this function has 
been carried out. The same was true at the Middlesex County 
National· Bank where pub11c rel~tions has no hand in pol.1cy-
decis~ons, but must operate on what 1s handed down. 
Industry has profitably used public relations on a 
policy-making level. As expected, most banks seem to be more 
conservative in this matter, thinking that only a person with 
years of experience 1n the mechanics of good banking can be. 
expected to make profitable decisions. It has been proven 
/ 
/ 
that public relat1cns ha.s a definite role here, and banks 
ar·e only hurt 1ng_ themselves by not taking full advantage. 
of it. 
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· It ls gratifying to see that some banks do have public 
relations help1ng and.advising other departments. It has 
proved profitable for them. In the Middlesex County National 
Bank this is also true, if only by chance, since the person 
in charge of public relations ~.lso 1.s. responsible for·ad-
v·ertis1ng and business development.· But there is room :·cr·~ 
·. 
for banks to develop the function even more. 
Institutional Advertising ___ Industry uses ins.t1tut1onal 
advertising to sell the institution· · behind the product, not 
any particular product~Because of this use, institutional 
advertis~ng is a responsibility of public relations rather 
than that of ~dvertising. 
'rhe first firms that have taken institutional advert-
ising to heapt have been in<iustrial giants such as Ford tjlnd fJ~..._ PJL ~~ 
General I•Iotors. However, firms of less size have adopted it 
\'11th mu.ch success.' 
Banking has ·a different definition of institutional ad-
vertising. lvla.ny 11 experts" in the field of fina.n1c1.al public 
relations and adve.rt1sing tell us that all advertising is 
institutional in the sense that is sells the institution as 
well as a specific service. As a result, ads that are labeled 
,~'institutional" by banks are 
-! h" /..' ;., f.. .,_.,_-f .. o4..:t.. :' .:.: f 
~-t/t.·~J a,~· .r,_:_J 
only a shade removed from·pro-
. 4-r(~ J- e,J'- -= P !Z. 
· .-c.;f;IVI.. ~ ..j~ ... r --=- AD"' . 
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duct advertisement, which means that they are out of the realm 
of public relations. 
The same. opinion was voiced by officials at the !4iddle-
sex County National Bank. The bank i~self does so little ad-. 
vertising, it is unwise to engage in other than direct service 
advertisements. However, it was felt that inst1tutional ad-
vertising must.sell some services of the bank, but:in a less 
obtrusive, more subtle manner than "functional" advertising. 
Industry has proved that. institutional advertising can 
be developed as a profitable tool by publi-c relations. The 
manner in which it is utilized by industry seems to be a bit 
•'avant garde 11 for banking. Banks have yet to dissociate ad-
vertising from direct salesmanship. Here is an area in which 
large banks, who can a~ford inst~tional advertising, should. 
pave· the way so smaller or more conservative banks can see 
the benefits of such an acti"ir1~Y· It is anarea that is ripe 
for profitable public relations development. 
Publicity ..Q.!: "providing 1nformation11 Publicity is seen 
• 
as a factor t:tat "creates a favorable opinion climate/in which 
.. /l ~ \ ,~, :. '.. ~ 
.. ,· , I ' . 
selling goods can be accomplished." Operating on the "gate-
keeper concept"~ publicity provides a relatively objective 
vehicle whereby a company can reach consumers. Often publicity 
results in "word-of-mouth" advertising that can pay off in 
dollars and cents for"a business. Many advocates· express the 
. I "-' 
same thought: compants that doLnot take advantage of publicity 
~· 
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will fall behind those that do. 
An important part of the pubJ ioit~" 'function; a.s~:explained 
by Dr. Lerbinger, is providing information. As 1t turns out,·. 
this is a fun~tion that banks can use more advantageously 
than indust·ry. 
Banks slowly have been awaken~ng to the value of public-
ity, it on.;e was thought to be bel·ow the level of banking, 
and they remained aloof from it. However, banks have found 
they are misunders~od.or rot understood at all by the public, 
which is rather shocking since banks are invaluable quasi-
public instfutions. Oft·en this misunderstanding causes antag-
onisms to be built against a bank which harms its business. 
Publicity, as a functir::n of nub~ic relations, has been devel-
oped by many banks to off-set these impressions. 
Ideally banks should be establi~hed as a source of fin-
ancial information:in the communities that they serve. It 
does thls:~nroviding ": -~- the news media and interested groups 
interpretations of economic and financial news, with a dash 
of local flavor. Some banks have taken this function to heart 
by publiah1ng high quality news letters and bulletins on a 
regular basis. It 1s all. part ··of the.pqblic relations res-
ponsibility .. 
1\~ -The Middlesex County National Bank only has started 
with publicity on a continuing basis. The bank realizes the 
value of publicity but, because the bank is small, it can go 
only so far in reaping benefits fr.om it. This also is true of 
of ''providing information" which officials see as a wide-
open territory for banking public relations, but one that 
takes time and mbney to.develop. 
6 
It is encourage ing tha.~ .. pu_blicity has been accepted so 
whole-heartedly by banks. It is· logical that publicity, the 
function most closely associated with p~blic relations, ,_,-_ 
shopld be the first accepted by banking. Perhaps, as public 
relations continues to prove itself to the entire business 
ivorld, banking will accept otner functions of public relations 
as it has publicity. 
Tne last three marketing functions were adapted from a 
paper written by Dr. Otto Lerbine;er. Rather than beins tech-
niques~~they are conditi:-:-ns for profit brought about by pub-
lic relations. 
Stimulatins Desire Motivational research recently assoc-
iated with advertising, has long been used by public relations. 
One the "trays has been by "supplementing advertising". 
In supplementing advertising, public relations offers 
experience with the public's attitudes and opinions as ~n 
added dimension to advertising. As many examples indicate, 
there are an indefinite number of activities in which nublic 
relations can engage that supplement advertising ar.d benefit 
a company·'s sales. 
Banking pubJic relations experts see their "profession" 
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supplementing ,advertising because the latter can go _only go. 
so far in selling a bank• Public. ~elations fills ·i·n where 
advertising leaves off. However,· there are not an oven~hel­
ming numbe ~, of examples that indicate banks have \'Tholehearted-
ly utilized this function. 
Officials of the .!-1iddle sex County Nat1 onal Bank give 
lip service to the idea of public relations supplementing ad-
vertising bu~that is as far a it goes. About all the bank 
is doing no\'/ is to tell its st·aff about the advertising pro-
grams and how to hanale customers brought in by the ads. 
"Raising the level of aspiration" is another job for 
public rel~tions. Here it make·s sure that consumet-s never 
reach the "saturation point 11 , -t;.hat they always want to be pur-
chasing goods that ,enable them to live better and be ''up-to-
date". Industry has used public relations successfully to 
achieve some definite goals, as many .examples indicate. 
l•lhethe r banks realize it or not) they do the same thing. 
Although not labeling it "raising the level of aspiration 11 , 
bank~' sponsorhip o~ boating as a recreational pastime has 
pad the effect of raising the aspiration level. By creating 
., 
a demand in the public for pleasure craft the bank increases 
its business by.loalll.ing money forthe put'chases. 
As was explained by an officer at the lUddlesex County 
National Bank, banking is in the unusual position of condemn-
ing the 11 eas.y credit" type of living but, at the same time, 
extending the very credit they condemn. The bank had a booth 
at the local boat show but that is the extent of its act-
ivities in this area. 
8 
Disregarding the ·moral implications, 11 stimulating desire" 
with its two subheads, is an area in which public rel~tions ,, . 
can help the profits of ·a business •. Industry has been be-
coming aware of this factor as ha;Jbanking. However, it is 
still an area that. has not yet re1@..1zed the full potential 
of public relations. 
Inducing the willingness to spend It is in this function 
that public relations. "seeks to remov,e the '·;hesitation in-
buying." !-1any, critics consider this to be a prime duty of 
public relations saying that it should center around "main-
taining the free enterprise system in America." This becomes 
increasingly im~ortant during times of economic stress, such 
as inflationary or recession periods. Several industrial firms 
have engaged in public relation activities that have resulted 
in benefits to themselves as well as the nation's economy. 
There are few banking experts who eeethis as a function 
of banking public relations. However, there are even fewer 
examples of banks actively participatin~. in this function. 
T~e Midclesex County National Bank as an informal program 
in whichtk)fficers· speak before interested groups on the values 
' . 
of free enterprise, gearing their talk to the economic tone 
of the moment • 
.·, 
It seems that since banks are so inextricably:·involved 
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with the'free enterprise, capitalistic system that has fiour-
ished in the United States, they should be doing their ut-
most to support it. Rather than talk about the system as such, 
banl~s choose to explain their position in it. But what chance 
do the banks have if the American peonle lose some of their 
confidence in the system as reflected in fewer purchases? 
Banking needs to learn what industry gra·dually has realized: 
this is a function that can benefit the nation as well as 
an individual firm. 
Providing assurance There are four subheads in this · 
function. The first three, 11 assuring the quality and 'good 
taste 1 , 11 11 saving the consumer time and money 11 and 11 rewarding 
one 1 s friends';. all have had importance for industry where a 
tangible product is c.oncerned. Public relations defini~ely 
has benefited companies by bringing about those conditions. 
However, banking cannot use them because banks are not in-
volved with a product as such. 
The fourth part of 11 providing assurance 11 is that of 
11 mercha.ntizing'', in which public relations interjects the 
personal touch in sales that seems to be disappearing with 
so much automation in business today. A great variety of bus-
inesses have been engaging in 'lUblic relations activities that 
are part of this function. However, for banking,which is 
actually:.a service organization, the function is doubly im-
portant. 
"l~ercha.ntizing" for bank public relations means two 
things: 1) theway cu~tomers are treated and, 2) the fao11~ 
ities and servi~es offered by the bank. Because bank 1pro-
fits are the result of continued patt'onage by customers, 
both parts of! the function·are important. 
I~reatirig customers with friendliness, respect and 
courteous, often the public relations staff must combine 
with the personnel department of a bank to achieve .this 
purpose. Research into what services the ·public wants from 
10 
a bank is the first step in satisfying customers and pros-
pects; the secot1d step is to make sure the services are pro-
vided. Both are ~art of the public relations function. 
As far as the Middlesex County National Bank is con-
cerned, they have done little.in the way of "merchantizing". 
As one officer put it, "it is more in the .verbal than action 
stage." The bank re~lizes that it should try to get· back 
t~ the personal style of banking by which it once was chara-
. ' . 
cter'ized. However, other than feeble attempts at influencing:: 
the staff, nothing has been done. 
"i•Ierchantizing" seems to be the trong point in banking 
public relations at the present time. Banks realize that ser-
vice is one of the most important aspect of getting and 
keep ins oust or:e rs. As a result· banks have been devoting quite 
a lot of public relations to thi_s area--perhaps to the 
point of neglecting other important public relations aSpects. 
In closing it should be remembered that the.re are m?-ny 
public relations functions that have not peen mentioned 
in this thesis. As valuable as they might be, they do not 
fit in with the purpose of this paper, which is to define 
the relationship of ~ublic relations and marketing. In the 
thesis are answers for ihe businessman who wants to know how 
public relations .. can bolster his profits. 
11 
Banking, perhaps still hindered by conservative attitude~ 
has not done enough in public relations. A small bank, such 
as the Middlesex County National Bank, cannot embark.on an 
all-embracing publiq relations program~ Rather .it is up to 
the larger tanks at least to begin to .utilize public rela-
tions on a continuing basis. If.done properly, it only can 
result in better business. 
'· 
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